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\Vho co uld resist this lit -
tle breath of spring from 
the Children's Home Soci-
ety for Christmas ? 
Photo by Watson Brothers 
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President's Message 
Jackie Willimon receives the gavel from outgoing 
owe president Jeanne Dorsey. 
Photo by John Perk ins 
A hearty "Welcome Aboard" is ex· 
tended to all new students and their wives 
by the OWe. \ ·Vhile your husband stands 
duty with his books, the wives' club offers 
a wealth of activities for your entertain-
ment, enjoyment and even education. Most 
of our activities are scheduled in the eve-
nings so you may take advantage of your 
husband's free babysitting talents. Our 
Ov..'C mon thly functions a re usually 
planne.d fo r the fourth Wedesday of each 
month with the exception of December 
and ] unc. Coming up in January will be 
the Welcome Aboard coffee to honor all 
newcomers. This will give you the op-
portunity to obtain your OWC member-
ship and to sign up for activities a nd com-
mittees which interest you. Act ivities of-
fered to you include a lmost anything from 
gourmet cooking, furniture refinishing, 
millinery crafts, bowling leagues to ballet 
for chi ldren. Activity instructors and com-
mittee chairmen wi ll be on hand to answer 
a ny questions. 
When you rece ive you r copy of the 
OWC By-Laws, r hope you' ll notice that 
the O\>\'C is open for act ive membership 
(vot ing participation, executive board po-
sitions and com mittee chairmansh ips) to 
a ll officers' s tudents' wives. I would like 
to st rongly urge a ll of you to active ly par-
ticipate regard less of the arm or branch 
of the military establi shment to which 
yo ur husband belongs. 
The OWC Publicity Committee keeps 
you up to date o n all owe activities a nd 
any functions which pertain to 90% of 
the membership by distributing a PINK 
FLYER each mo nth. These will be placed 
in your husband 's mail box at the Student 
Mail Center in H errmann H all. Be sure 
to ask your husband to bring it home 
fa ithfully. It contain s worthwhile informa-
tion which will be of interes t to you. 
A sa lute for a job well done is extended 
to the International Committee for their 
planning and execution of a most delight-
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A ve ry Merry Christmas and best 
wishes for a most successfu l New Year. 
We in OWC want also to welcome all 
Newcomers a nd hope to find each of you 
taking an active part in some of our activ-
ities. There are classes in everything 
ranging from Auto Mechanics to Dress 
Design. W e look forward to meeting you 
soon at W elcome Aboard Coffees. 
In the breezeway of the Navy Exchange, 
and in the bread and milk s to re, you will 
find our owe Bulletin boards. H ere is 
information concerning owe functions, 
minutes of the Board meetings, a sugges-
tion hox, and many ex tra Pink Flyers. 
T he "Pink F lye r" will soon become a fam-
ily word in your homes as it is our only 
means of communicat ion with each of you. 
You will receive one each month in your 
hushand's mail box. If any of you want 
information posted on the Board, please 
contact me. T ickets to our meetings, and 
the Military \Vives' Cookbooks are on 
sale at designated times at both the ex-
change and the Bread and Milk Store. 
Our appreciation goes to the Ordnance 
Engineering cu rriculum for a job well 
done on the November Auction. We all 
had such a good time. O ur specia l thanks 
to ~· .. f r. Dan T urrentine, who was the auc-
tioneer. Although each of us is now get-
ting ready fo r the holidays-and exams-
we look ahead to our January program. 
It will be a delightful evening with Hen-
riette of Carmel Valley. She wi ll speak to 
us about "Decorating on the Move," a sub-
ject important to all of us. The Date is 
January 24, 1968. 
J wou ld like to ask that you each start 
thinking of the elections in April as the 
nominating committee w ill soon be at 
work . Anyone who is interested or knows 
of anyone we ll Qualified for a ny offi ce , 
please contact the chairman, Judy T uggle, 
372-6772. 
Again our bes t wishes to you all for a 
Joyous H oliday. -Judy Tuggle 
ful ninner Dance e nhanced by an Interna-
tional menu and decorations. H ats off also 
to Bernie Ust ick and her committee fo r an 
elegan t and swinging fas hion show pre-
sented to the wives' club at the November 
monthly meeting with a beautiful job of 
commentating by Sharon King. Such en-
thusiasm in a variety of activities has been 
the ha llmark of th is organiza tion. 
I n closing I would like to express my 
appreciation for the opportunity to serve 
as President of the O \VC for the next six 
months. It is the job of us on the board to 
serve yo u. To effec t thi s end , we solicit 
any comments o r sugges tions . 
A very Merry Christmas and every good 
wish for a happy and successful New 
Year . -Jackie W illimon 
I 
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It's that time of year when festivities cream and make the lady look feminine 
with bubbles bangles and beads. and glamorous. 
Ole Saint Nick visits the home-the yule-
tide rings aNew Year and we say good-
bye to the old. It is also the time we look 
deep into our closets and pull out the 
cocktail clothes. There will be many par-
ties for the Holiday and a special night on 
New Years Eve. Those dresses should be 
carefully taken out, checked and cleaned. 
Please don't forget the hemline - the 
dresses are shorter. Let's not wait until the 
last minute. It is a fun season with the 
family and friends. 
Holiday fashions are colorful, brighter, 
more youthful and very glamorous. What 
I like most about these beautiful dresses 
is the price. The manufacturers seem to 
be helping the housewife these days. Now 
you can purchase more than one new 
dress if the budget allows it. Frankly, r 
would invest in one cocktai l dress and one 
versatile outfit for the cold months ahead. 
So treat yourself th is one time of the 
year to the wonderful assortments found 
in our apparel shops. You can select a 
dress with a halter or low cut neckline, 
spaghetti straps, or with sleeves with net 
and lace. One dress that has completely 
taken my fancy is the washable cocktail 
dress. The fabric of double knit dacron-
polyester with metalic threads, is washable 
and g ua ranteed by the manufacturer. You 
can spill a drink or food on this fabric-
put the dress in your washer, hang it on 
a hanger to dry and Presto-your dress is 
new again. Now, that is service for you! 
There are lots of feathers in view-the os-
trich feathers are most popular. The colors 
of stunning bright orange, sparkling 
peony, greens and blues that all light 
up like a Christmas tree. Metallic threads 
of gold and silver bring back the 20's and 
"·Modern Millie." A favorite style is the 
flowing pleated chiffon of si lk and rayon 
with the fitted sheath dress underneath. 
The appearance of these dresses is of whip 
Have you noticed how malty hos tess o r 
lounging outfits the ladies are wearing 
lately? It is so nice to see that so many 
of you are investing in these outfits. I 
have talked to more girls who have them 
and they all agree that it is a must in your 
wardrobe. When entertaining friends for 
bridge, buffet dinners or coffees in the 
home, the hostess dress is most comfort-
able fo r serving. These are found in wash-
able acry li c, cottons, acetate and wool. If 
you want a hostess dress, g ive your hubby 
a gentle hint by placing your Xmas list 
in his dresser drawer. If this doesn 't work 
-try placing the list in his brief case. As 
a last resort , mail your li st to his post of-
fice box at school. I know of one wife who 
put her list in his sandwich at lunch time! 
If he hasn't received the message by 
Christmas, surprise him on New Year's 
Day "Vhat a way to start the New 
Year. 
January, our good ole cold month in 
Monterey, brings out all the turtle neck 
sweater s, skirts and walking shoes. It is 
the big golf month of the year. If you rep 
member last year-we had everything but 
snow and a tornado. So bring ou t yo ur 
galoshes, boots and heavy jackets. 
Oh yes-if you haven't purchased an 
umbrella by now-you better put that on 
your list, too. Last year, every other hus· 
band at the school had a new black um· 
bre lla. Have yours initialed this yea r and 
try a new color. These were wise women 
who bought the umbrella for their favor· 
ite husband. The rain came in January and 
by May we were all waterlogged, includ-
ing the inside of many houses. Remember 
the Boy Scouts motto "Be Prepared." 
This is also the time when many of us 
are packing our belongings and heading all 
over the U,S.A. and beyond. Best wishes 
and good tidings to all that arc leaving-
and see you next month for those who are 






Open Nights for Your Conyenience at the M .. k Thomas 
Inn opposite Postgraduate School-
MARK THOMAS INN 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive - 372-7406 
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owe Financial Report 
I October 1967 to 31 October 1967 
CREDITS: 
Balance on hand ........ ............... ....... $694.64 
Christmas Workshop books ...... __ 7.94 
NMCGRF Workshop expenses.. 99.77 
Christmas Workshop Books ...... 50.25 
Military Ball Profit ...................... 807.83 
Oct. Door P rize Receipts ............ 254.11 
October Reservations .................... 258.75 
Memberships and return 
of 20.00 work fund ............. . 
Cook Book Receipts 
68.00 
145 .10 
TOTAL CREDITS : ........ $2386.39 
EXPENDITURES: 
Christmas Workshop Silk 
Screen Cover Process ................. $ 7.49 
Christmas Workshop Booklet 
cover paper .......... ..... ___ ............ __ .. . 




owe Board charms ..................... 118.13 
Program stamps and phone calls 2.25 
Classmate pictures ................... 2.89 
Wurzmann's-stencils and ink .. 17.74 
International luncheon .................... 11.58 
Jnternational Tea expenses 17.74 
Internationa l Dinner. Dance 
Invitations .... 
COM (open) New section 
leaders wives coffee 
Pacific Grove Press-
1000 memhership forms 
Garden Produce-Flower Comm. 
International Dinner-Dance 
Place cards and decorations .. 
International Tea-maid and tea 
International Tea-
napkins and flowers ............. . 
\\' urzmann's-Typewriter 
cleaning and supplies 
Stcenstrup Candy Co.-1800 
lo llipops for dispensary . 
K ramer Br05.-
P resident's charm 
P hotos for Nomination posters .. . 
Publicity stamps ........................ . 
Courtesy cards and stamps ....... . 
Memorial Donation .................. . 
Flowers (or election ribbons ..... . 
Wurzmann's-2 staplers and 
staples and ream of paper 
COM (open) October 
OWC refreshments ....... . 
Jolm Henderson-Organist 
for fashion show ................. . 
Register of Coyprights-
November Classmate ................. . 
President's expenses ...... ...... . 






















TOTAL EXPENSES: ....... $705.49 
Balance on hand 1 Nov., 1967 ........ $1680.90 
Saving. Account : .............................. $ 553.55 
Respectfully submitted, 
SUSAN A. THOMAS 
Tre"'~l1rf'r 
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Coast Guard Wives 
A luncheon at the Outrigger was the 
theme of the October meeting of the 
Coast Guard Wives Club. During the 
business meeting, election of new offi-
cers was the order of the day. After the 
votes were in and counted, congratula-
tions were received by Sue Cary, Presi-
dent, Penny Sproat, Vice President, and 
Donna Ramsden, Secretary-Treasurer. We 
a11 then adjourned to a delicious buffet 
and lots of chatte r. 
A Potluck Smorgasbord party was 
held at NALF on Nov. 4th featuring a 
sumptious meal and a square dance to help 
work off those extra pounds just added. 
The food was varied and delicious with 
the extra bonus of a recipe book to take 
home. During the dinner, flowers were 
presented to Patti Bastek and Maggie 
Fletcher who will be leaving us in De-
cember. After the dinner, we all gathered 
on the dance fl oo r where M r. Archie 
Fleming kept us all jumping with his ex-
pert "calling of the squares." At the end 
of the evening, we all were tired but still 
le£t with the feeling that if we could sit 
down and huff a minute we'd he ready to 
go again . 
Our November club meeting was held 
in the Galleon Room. During the business 
meeting, Sue Cary announced her commit-
tee chairmen as follows: Timmie Stark-
weather, Program Chairman, Mary Hen· 
neberry, Hospitality Chairman, and Syl 
Silvia, Activities Chairman. A proposal 
was made and passed that a Thanksgiving 
hasket he marle liP hy the memher~ and 
P~ge Five 
donated to a needy Coast Guard family in 
the area. After the business meeting, wine 
punch and pastries were served and we 
oohed and aahed over the Arts and Crafts 
exhibits brought in by our talented gals. 
Bridge was held twice this month. Our 
first night was held at Martha Hassard's 
lovely Pebble Beach home. Our second 
night was held in the now familiar sur· 
roundings of La Mesa at the home of 
Melinda Ettie . 
Plans for Decemher are now under way. 
Our meeting will be he ld on the 5th and 
at that time we will have a present wrap-
ping party. No business will be conducted, 
just lo ts of ribbon, paper and talk. The 
children's Christmas party will be held 
on the 17th from 1.4 p .m . at the Bingville 
recreation center located in Dennis the 
Menace Park. All Coast Guard families in 
the area will be attending. 
All our husbands are looking forward to 
vacation and rest, and so, 1 might add, 
are the wives. \Ve all wish to extend to 
you a very M crry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year . 
- Penny Sproat 
~ 
Army Wives 
A casual coffee was held at the home of 
Anita Missal. Lydia Gillespie was the co· 
hostess . Everyone brought their own mug 
and Wanda Ross won the prize for the 
most unusual one. 
A cocktail party was held at the Pre-
sidio Officers' Club to welcome the new 
Army offi('cr!' and their wive~. 
• H;gh Qual;ty 
• 1 Hour Service at no 
Extra Cost! 
CLEANING CENTEA 
B£TWEEN THRIFTY AND LUCKY STORES 
DEL MONTE CENTER - 372·3101 
COl"u'It,..y Club Quality at neignbo,..nood p,.. ic •• 
• Complete Laundry Service 
• Free Pick·up and Delivery 
With this Ad 









Bernie Ustick in a white crepe sequinned formal 
from Bergs. 
Diane livingston, Jeanne Dorsey, Bobbie Brecken-
ridge and Bernie Ustick cut up for the camera-
man in their kookie OUtfitS. 
Bobhi Breckenridge models a white crepe at-home 
outfit, trimmed with silver balls from Marguerite's 
Photos by John Perkins 
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Left to right, Prissy Parcells, Lucy Slone, Sally 
Knudsen, Manon tv\ays, Ellie Sh rum, Bobble Len-
nox, Linda Spane, Cynthia Dorman, Jackie Fer-
guson, Edy Emory, Jean Kotd'ka 
The O\-\'C swung into fa shion thi s year 
with a li vely and lovely fas hio n show fea-
turing clothes from Berg's, Gretchen's, 
H o lman's, Marguerite's and Terrace Fash-
ions. H ai rstyles by Francine's, \Vitch's 
Hut, and Pier re-~fam'selle's and makeup 
by d'Lucie's Cosmetic Bar put the finish-
ing to uches o n the " to tal look." 
Lucy Stone in a long sleeved A-line dress from 
Berg's. 
DECEMBER 1967 - JANUARY, 1968 
A spa rkling commenta ry by Sharon 
King ran thro ughout the fa s t-paced show 
which was fashion co-ordinated by Bernie 
Us ti ck . S haro n and Bernie, with the un-
flagging help of Marsha Olson in ward-
robe and programming made this year's 
show o ne o f the lovel iest and most enjoy-
ahle ever seen. S pecial thanks also to "be-
hind the scenes assistant s J oan ).(oynahan . 
./0 Schlank. Eva Sketoe. Ann Ainson, Syl-
Bobbie Lennox, left, in a short sleeved pant dress 
frem Holman's, and Sally Knudson in a modish 
pant dress from Terrace Fashions. 
YOUR HOST ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
~-;/;'J 1(["- VILLA CARUSO 
The Finest in Italian cuisine and Oakwood 
Barbecued Dinners ser"ed in an unusually 
gracious setting. See our wine cellar . 
Steaks • Chicken • Spareribs • Fish 
Open 5 P.M . 
For Rese r"ation Phone 373-2908 
5 miles east of Monterey on Salinas Hiway 
{!jiij NEPTUNE'S TABLE 
LUNCH and DINNER 
For the finest in Sea Food Delicacies 
se rved in a spectacular marine setting. 
On Old Fi sherman's Wharf 
Monterey 
For Reservations Call : 
375-3113 
Open Daily 
F,om II : 00 A.M. 
Banquet rooms available for section parties. 
Ha"e Breakfast at Cerritos-on-the-W;,;;h;a;;,f ...... "",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,d 
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via S vcndsgaard, Betty Mc Kinley, Cheryl 
Lyn Frcchill a nd Boots Sandefer. 
The fa shions ranged from kooky to se-
rene, s lacks to ballgown s and daytime suits 
and dresses for all o ur luncheo ns and 
owe activities. 
Part of the CO llllll en ta r y, we think , best 
sums up the idea of fash ion today: 
There is a fin e line in fashion that 
sepa rates the bo ld from the brassy , 
the o ut s tanding fro m the o utlandish. 
the understated from the dull. 
Ell ie Shrum poses prett ily in her mult i-colored at -
home gown frem Gretchen's. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Left to right, Sally Leland, Sharon King (commen-
tator), Bobble Lennox, Bobble Breckenndge, 
Connie Burnell, Joyce Luken, Jeanne Dorsey, 
Elaine Boland, Ruth Brown, Diane LIVingston, Ruth 
Tle lgen, Georgianna Keithley, Barbara N€'YIman . 
To stay o n t he right side of this fine 
line takes taste, talent, and instinct-
qualities which g ive the woman who 
has them an unmistakable s ignature. 
T his s ig na tu re is ev ident thro ug ho ut 
her ward robe and ind ividually ex-
pressed by her choice of mood clothes. 
A nd t he mood is ma rve lo us ! 
Bobbi Br.'ckemid.'e 
linda Spane in a checked dayt ime dress from 
Terrace Fast-lions. 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 
Your Doctor's Orthopedic Prescriptions 
Accurately Filled 
Dance Wear 
1 NTRDDUCTORY OFFER 
With This Ad 
$1 .00 o ff to Military on 1 st pair 
of leather shoes for children 
141 Webster at Cass (Behind Monterey Post Office) 373-2828 
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Georgianna Keithley in a lovely rose ensemble 
which could stay at home or go to a ball, from 
Marguente's . 
Diane Livingston, Bernie Ustick (with a flower in 
front of her face), Jeanne Dorsey (In back) and 
Bobb; Breckenridge dCltng their ·'dance." 
Diane livingston in a moss green and mushroc:m 
three piece ensemble from Berg's. 
Pilge Eight 
Through the efforts of the State's larg-
est state approved, privately supported 
non-profit adoption agency - Children's 
Home Society-more than 28,000 children 
have gained new parents since the society 
was founded in 1891. The founders, Dr. 
and Mrs. J. R. Townsend, after the death 
of their young son in Jamaica, returned to 
California and dedicated their lives to 
helping children in need. 
At one time or another, many of us may 
have had Questions about adoption; from 
how it works to whether it works. Mrs. 
Leonard Cohen, Vice Chairman of the 
Monterey Branch Council of Children's 
Home Society, has been most helpful with 
suppying the answers to these, and other 
Questions. 
Chris is examined by a Chi ldren's Home pedia-
trician while a case worker notes his progress. 
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A Gift of Love from the 
A baby boy meets his new parents. 
The primary requirements now for 
adopting one or more babies from Chil-
dren's Home Society are: love of children, 
a sound marriage, and the desire to be 
parents. There are no fixed rules as to 
age, income, or home ownership on the 
part of those who wish to adopt. No 
longer are there extended waiting periods; 
the normal adopt ion procedure now may 
be completed in only a matter of months. 
To a great extent, the Society must rely 
for its supports upon contributions from 
individuals and organiza tions, since adop-
tion fees frequently must be reduced or 
waived to meet the needs of the adoptive 
parents. About 21 per cent of the society's 
costs are met with fu nds raised by the ded-
icated work of Children's H ome Society 
Photo by Watson Brothers 
auxiliaries throughout the sta te. Four such 
auxiliaries are on the Monterey Peninsula. 
They have given bazaars, rummage sales 
and parties to raise funds for the society. 
More than 15 per cent of the children 
are less than one month old when placed 
in adoptive homes. The majority of the 
children are between one and three months 
old, with the next largest group ranging 
from three to six months. Almost 90 per 
cent of the children placed are Caucasian 
infants, including Mexican-American. The 
others are of Negro, Oriental, American 
Indian, and other rac ial backgrounds. 
In addition to legal adoption procedures, 
Children's Home Society a lso offe rs coun-
se ling from Qualified social workers to 
help the natural parents make a wise de-
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Children's Home Society 
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CISlon regarding the child's future; the 
arrangement of maternity care for the 
natural mother: and continued service to 
the child and adoptive parents until the 
adoplion is approved in Superior Court. 
If you would like to share your 10\'(: 
and home with a child, or if you are in-
terested in learning 1110re ahout the vol -
unteer sen -ice program of Children's 
Home Society, please contact ei ther 11r5. 
He-1cn Robinson at the ).jonterey Office 
at 444 Pearl Street. 373-3239 or Capt. Sam-
uel Chambers of the Xayal Postgraduate 
School at 372-7171 . Ext. 319. 
- Susie Funderburk 
Five todd lers play in the Children's Home Society's Nursery ..... hlle waiting to meet their adopttng 
parents. 
Our cover girl, and hundreds of little girls like 
her, are placed in permanent homes by the Chil-
dren's Home Society. 
"Our new Dean Witter & Co. offices 
represent some of the finest 
investment facilities in Monterey." 
The location: 750 Del Monte Center, Monterey_ 
The facilities: The latest electronic equipment includ-
ing Lectrascan, Auto-Telephone, Stockmaster, Mar-
ketmaster, Dow-Jones news service, an investment 
library, private conference rooms, plus direct lines to 
New York and other financial centers_ 
Most important : You'll find our primary asset con-
tinues to be the people we select to serve you - people 
of intelligence, imagination and integrity_ 
Whatever your investment needs, we invite you to 
come in and get acquainted_ We think you'll be glad 
you did_ 
Thomas E . McCullough, Manager 
You're clo se t o m en who kno w 
when y ou invest w ith . .. 
DEAN WITTER ~ CO. 
Member. New York Stock Exchange 
Pacific Coa., Stock Exchange 
750 Del Monte Center· 373-1861 
MONTEREY 
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Spreckels Sugar in Salinas 
In 1846 Claus Spreckles immigrated to 
this country from Germany with only 75 
cents in his pocket. He stayed to build a 
multi-million dollar empire that included 
a brewery, sugar factories, a steamship 
line, a gas company and a railroad. These 
included the Albany Brewery of San 
Francisco, established in 1852, the Bay 
Sugar Company of San Francisco in 1864, 
the Oceanic Steamship Lines of San Fran-
cisco in J881, a cane sugar factory in Phila-
delphia in ]891, a gas company near Wat-
sonville, California, in 1893, and a railroad 
in 1894 that ran from Stockton to Bakers-
field. 
This one man did more than any other 
single person in developing the Salinas 
Valley area that included 80,000 acres of 
Spreckles holdings. 
ON TO HAWAII 
His interest in sugar refineries began 
when he first lived in San Francisco: he 
noticed that there was no competit ion in 
the cane sugar business on the west coast. 
Returning to New York he worked as a 
laborer to learn the business. The Bay 
Sugar Company, his first, was opened in 
]864. By 1880 he was operating the largest 
cane refinery on the Pacific coast. At this 
time he established hi s own sugar plan-
tations in Hawaii and began the Oceanic 
Steamship Lines to bring the cane to the 
United S tates. In 1886 the American Sugar 
Refinery of the East bought him out. This 
resulted in a price war with the o ther 
western sugar refineries. In retaliation 
Claus returned to Philadelphia and built 
a cane refinery to compete with American. 
In capitulation American agreed to close 
Bay Sugar for 479'0 of the Philadelphia re-
finery. "Vith the end of the competition 
Claus returned to California and pur-
chased a sugar beet factory at \Vatson-
"ille. This was the first sugar beet enter-
prise he was interested in, but was not the 
first in the country. 
Many attempts had been made to use 
the sugar beet. This was first accomplished 
successfu ll y in this country by E. H. Dyer 
in 1879 at Alvarado, California. Claus 
Spreckles deve loped the United States's 
second successfully-operated sugar beet 
factory at \-\fatsonville. 
At the age of 71 in 1897 he built the 
Spreckles factory ncar Salinas. T his fac-
tory has run every yea r since August 26, 
1899. At that time the American Sugar 
Refinery owned 50% of the Spreckles fac-
tory and in recent years has acquired the 
remaining 50%. Claus Sprcckles ran this 
factory until his death on December 8, 
1908. There are now five Spreckles facto-
ries in the 'West that produce sugar for use 
in California, Arizona, Nevada. O regon 
and \~'ashington. 
"ADD SUGAR" 
Sugar, a pure carbohydrate, is an impor-
tant ingredient in ou r diet, as a " highly 
conce ntrated energy food." It is important 
in baking and cooking because of its gen-
erous solubility, and its use as a preserva-
tive. Another important Quality is sugar's 
ability to "caramelize." It is also a sig-
nific<l.nt flavoring ingredient in non-sweet 
cooked dishes. 
It is available in popular forms-regu-
lar, granulated, extra fine, powdered, and 
brown. Also industrial users, such as 
candy companies, bottlers, and bakers re-
ceive it in liquid and bulk granulated 
form. 
Spreckles sugar is produced from the 
sugar beet. This beet is valuable in soil 
nutrition by crop rotation and as feed for 
li vestock. Other companies in the U nited 
States use sugar cane, but the finished 
products of the two are chemically identi-
cal. 
After washing the beets they fall onto 
racks of steel blades which s lice them into 
thin str ips called "casettes." These are 
soaked in hot water which dissolves the 
sugar. This so lution is then purified and 
filtered. T o ohtain a heavier sy rup some 
of the water is evaporated. Powdered 
sugar is added to seed the liquid, and sugar 
crystals are formed . The crysta ls are then 
separated fro111 the remaining syrup in a 
centrifuge, and are dried before packaging. 
~folasses is contained in some of the 
remaining liquid that is thrown out in the 
centr ifuge. Powdered sugar is fine sugar 
that has been pulverized. Brown sugar is 
pure sugar that has had molasses added. 
SALINAS LARGEST 
Important hy-products of the factory 
are beet pulp (the dried "cassettes"') and 
molasses. These are mixed and used as 
cattle feed. The last syrup also provides 
the raw mater ial for monosod ium gluta-
mate which Spreckles ships to Accent In-
ternational. 
The factory at Salinas is Spreckles' 
largest and is in full operation from m id-
July to mid-November ana from 'March 
to May. They employ 850 persons during 
peak production and produce 15.000-20,000 
tons of sugar a year. 
. sugar is the physical basis of all 
life . It is the first substance manufactured 
by all green-leaved plants, which in turn 
support all human and animal life . 
Through sugar, energy of the sun is made 
available to man. Sugar truly is the mira-
cle of sunshine. air and water." 
-April Smith 
Monterey Pottery 
A pleasant week-end excursion is a 
visit to the Monterey Pottery Shop, 
owned and opera ted by Rudolph Marzi, 
specializing in Monterey Jade pot-
tery . The jade is fashioned after the 
natural jade found along the coast and 
'- unique to thi s area. 
Del Fino Place, Carmel Va lley, Calif. 
659-2967 
Hours-9 :3 0-5:30 Monda y-Satu rday 
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Little Theater 
The highly successful " A Thurber Car-
nival" was still running when the KPGS 
Little Theater began to make plans for 
its annual Christmas play fo r chi ldren. 
"Jack and the Giant," an adventure 
comedy version of the everlast ingly classic 
"J ack and the Bcanstalk" will open Dec. 9, 
Saturday, at 2 p.m. 
There will be two more performances, 
that Saturday night at 7 p.m. and Sun-
day. Dec. 10 at 2 p,m. 
Tickets for youngsters and mOlllmies 
and daddies w ill be 25 cents. They will be 
on sa le at the King Hall box office. 
Ruth Newton's play will introduce a 
very human and stagestruck cow, named 
Drusilla. I f her new owner will get her a 
part in a play. she won't mind when Jack 
sells her for a bag of beans. 
Young theatergoers will even partici-
pate in the comedy, as the actors go out 
into the audience and ask them for their 
opin ions about Drusilla and her antics. 
It all starts off when Jack sells Drusilla 
for a bag of magic beans. The famous 
Bette Chambers, who will direct "Jack and the 
Gi ant," takes notes from Donald (James Thurberl 
Layton. 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF ... 
TH E CLASSMATE Pa~e Eleven 
The cast of "A Thurber Carniv31," Back Row, from left, Martin LenZini, Marilyn Amari, J C. Hale, 
Bette Chambers, RIChard MelVille. Front rew, from left, Pattlcia Johnsco, Donald Layton, Shirley Anne 
Kinnier and Jack O'Soyle. Photos by John Schultz 
bean stalk will then climb out of sight 
and Jack will go off to see the giant. 
Lucky for him, Drusilla chews down the 
beanstalk a s he makes his fast escape. 
As a reward for see ing its play, the 
Little Theater will pass out go lden eggs 
and evcn a few magic beans. 
Bette Cham hers. one of the leads in "A 
Thurber Carnival ," will direct. She was a 
drama major at ~Iary v..'ashington College 
and has appeared in numerous stage ro les. 
The Christmas play is an annual event 
of the six-year-old Little Theater group. 
Other plays includc a spring musical and 
a fall play. usually a comedy. 
- Jacque Yeske 
~ I' ~~~I:~!! -:£:2~ GIFTS 
1697 fREMONT 8LVO, 
DECORATIONS - HOLLY & 
CHRI STMAS GREENS 
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED EVERYWHERE 
FREE DELIVERY 
Sening the entire Monterey Peninsula 
TElEPHONE 394-6516 SEASlOE, CALIFORNIA 
WE HAVE MANY FINE UNES OF 
FURNISHINGS IN CONTEMPORARY 
AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN WITH 
THE ACCENT ON SATISFYING 
YOUR PERSONAL TASTE 
755 BROADWAY, SEASIDE TELEPHONE 394-6))6 
in cut yelvet $350.00 
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Homecoming for the Admiral's Lady 
Despite the upheaval of moving in to new 
quarters, and surrounded by boxes bristl -
ing to be unpacked, Mrs. Robert W. Me-
~itt, wife of the new Superintendent of the 
Postgraduate School, still managed to find 
a few Quiet moments for an interview, in 
order that the Navy wives will know a 
little about her. 
Mrs. McNitt. the former Barbara Mac-
~{urray, comes from a family that is fourth 
generation San Franciscan. Her ancestors 
are English and Scottish, one of whom, 
named Isaac Allerton, sailed from Eng-
land in the 'MayRower. Her oldest son 
J ames, aged 11, bears Allerton as his m id-
dle name. 
:\.{rs. McNitt majored in music at Fres-
no State and later continued her studies 
in San Francisco---she is an accomplished 
cellist though now the very busy life she 
leads leaves her little time to play. The 
last time this fact was published she was 
deluged with offers from people w ho 
needed a ce llist for their string quartets, 
which of course she was unable to accept. 
Mrs. :McNitt worked for Standard Oil 
Co. in San Francisco for a while and there 
met her husband-to-be while he was exec-
utive officer of the submarine "Barb." 
Adm. and Mrs. McNitt have been sta-
tioned in many interesting places, includ-
ing the islands of Hawaii and Malta. On 
)'hlta, Admiral McNitt was the National 
Representative for America on the NATO 
staff. As this English speaking island in 
the )'[editerranean is so conveniently 10-
Ladies 
Mrs fvkNltt and Katy In their new home. 
cated, it offered many opportunities fo r 
travel. 
James and Robbie (8~) attended the 
British Army school in Malta and both 
soon sported British accents-in fact. Rob-
bie's tended to sound more Scottish. The 
McNitts had made friends with many 
English and Scottish people on the island 
and had made a hobby out of Scottish 
Are YDU satisfied with you r f igure 
Or would you like to lose some unwanted pounds 
and inches Before t he Holiday Season Begi ns 
IF You are a size 18 in 40 days you can be a size 14. You are a size 16 in 30 days you can be a size 12. 
Sonya's 
Figure Salon 
Free Tril l Treltment Ind Stum Blth 
49 Soled.d Drive 375·931 t Monterey 
Monte Vist. Shopping Center 
Photo Courtesy U.s. Navy 
dancing. One day when the teacher in 
Robbie's class asked what day of special 
significance it was, Robbie, as an Ameri-
can, was the only one who knew it was 
St. Andrew's day ( the Patron Saint of 
Scotland) and the only one who knew 
what a haggis is. (Webster's Dictionary 
definition of this national Scott ish dish 
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the heart, liver and lungs of a sheep o r calf, 
and boiled in the stomach of the animal."} 
While on ~I alta, James joined a crui se 
of the Mediterranean, especia ll y arranged 
for British school children on a chartered 
ship. Mrs. :McNitt was able to accompany 
him and visited many coun tri es of in ter-
est , including Turkey and Greece. 
The two younger children of the :Mc-
N itt's ha ven't bcen mentio ned yet-there 
is a third son, Douglas, aged 20 and a 
hou ll cing baby gir l of seven months with 
ve ry dark hair and blue eyes called Kat y. 
The two older boys will att e nd the La 
:Mcsa School. They a re both keen riders, 
something they learned on ~r a1ta, and they 
love to ski . 
Theto. l cNitt's also visited England last 
fall and took their chi ldren to the usual 
places: London T ower, Buckingham Pal-
ace, etc. T hey stayed in Oxford for two 
weeks wh ile Admiral Me Titt attended 
some lec tures at St. J ohn's College. They 
were all actually able to stay at the Col-
lege, an almost unheard of honor as this 
is an all -male college a nd few women have 
ever been allowed to enter th is tradition-
steeped uni ve rsity. There they dined at 
mass ive antique tables that have been used 
by s tudents since 1555. 
Despite all thei r travels, o ne of the 
fond es t memories Mrs. McN itt has is of 
the time when Adm. 1'l cNitt was a student 
at the Pos tgraduate School when it was in 
Annapolis. 
Mrs. McNitt was especially pleased to 
come to the Monterey Peninsula, a s she 
knows this part of the world well . H er 
p::trents used to own a cottage in Carmel 
and she spent one winter there while her 
husband was in Korea. She also stayed in 
Carmel when she was a music student in 
order to attend the Bach Festival and 
other musical functions. She hopes to take 
full advantage of Carmel cultural events 
while she is here. 
This part of the world is certainly 
"hollle" to Mrs. 1rcN itt and we wish her 




ALL NAVY PERSONNEL 
Come around to Holman's . . . the 
bright blue bay way . . . where you 
will find a warm friendly welcome 
awaiting you. Holman's is a one-
stop shopping center with easy, 
CLOSE parking available always, 
just a step away from the door. 
It's been a tradition at Hol-
man's for 76 years to serve 
the community to the best 
of our ability. Come in 




Monterey Peninsula's Home-Owned 
Family Store Since 1891 
Featuring Personal Service For 76 Years 
Getting A Li cense 
Can Be Pai nful 
Part of the agenda the other day was 
getting a new driver's license. Since we've 
been here a year, anyone can see it's not 
the first thing I take care of. 
Found the office with only one U turn 
on the highway and a trip down a one-
way street the wrong way. The office had 
trouble. It was full of men and women 
of various sizes, shapes and ages, a nd the 
temperature was a about 120. 
r filled out an application with some 
trepidation. because I'd lost my rule book 
some weeks before and rcally didn 't feel 
rcady to take the test. Got in line, hot and 
shaky. 
You got a middle name, lady?," the 
burly character in uniform asked. I do, 
but it's long, 50 I thought initials would 
do. They don't. The application had to be 
done all over again. And this time, he 
did it. 
You ready to take your test? Go in 
there and fill this out. He thrust a paper 
and pencil at me. 
This was at least my fifteenth test, so 
most of it was duck soup except for t he 
part about how fast a truck is supposed 
to go 011 a two-lane highway with white 
picket fencing and no curves at the bot-
tom of a hill. I don't plan to drive any 
trucks, but made a stab at what I might 
do if the occas ion arose. 
A gruff sneer came from a litt le room. 
?\' ext. 
I went in. 
SEARS 
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He checked off my test , ignoring an ex-
planation that I didn't have a rule book. 
H e gave me an 88. I breathed a sigh of 
relief. but the worst was still to come. 
Wear glasses, lady ? "No?" "Read those 
numbers." "Read those lett er s." "S how 
me your Florida li cense." 
Then, in an extremely loud and clear 
voice, he announced my name, age, weigh t 
and home add ress, as if none of these 
could possibly be true. 
"Give the g irl s ix dollars and get your 
license," he finally said . 
I joined the long line and dug through 
my bag for the money and beat it out of 
the re, glad that my application was 
s tamped "no road test required." I swept 
out of the park ing lot, trying to forget 
the unhappy eyes of those who had failed 
and the nervo us tw itches of those who 
thought they were going to fail, and 
wondered why Navy wives don 't con-
sider this inconvenience worse than pack-
ing, moving or standing in line at the 
commissary, - Virginia Conn 
Sa lty Ta lk 
It' s important for a Navy wife to un -
derstand nautical term s, pa rticularly in an-
other country. 
Not long ago a lady whose husband is 
stationed in London. returned to fi nd thi s 
note on her car: ;'Kind ly ti e up a head or 
as tern of the No Parking sign on your 
port beam." The clue to the London 
bobhy's rem arks was a Navy sticker o n 
the car window. 
SEARS 
ROEBUCK and CO. 
Immediate Delivery on TV' s and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
on Carpeting, Hea ting, Plumbing and 
Kitchen Remodeling 
III TYLER 
Two Stores to Serve You 
MONTEREY 1760 Frcmont-Olympra Shopp;ng Center 
Telephone 375-1171 
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A Naug 
Maternity Care 
Navy or Ma rine wives whose husbands 
are overseas may use the same obste t r ician 
as their civi lian neighbors. No t so for ex-
pectant m others whose families aren't 
disrupted - they must have their babies in 
military hospital s, 
Maternity care is treated as a complete 
package under the Department of Defen se 
H ea lthcare p rogram. This means a de-
pendent m ay no t sta rt with a civ ilian 
doctor, then have her baby in a military 
hospital a nd expect the government to 
pay the civi lian doctor. 
Nonavailability statements are not re -
quired of a dependent whose husband is 
overseas o r serving in anothe r part of the 
country. If her husband retu rns before 
treatment is completed, she may cont inue 
with the civilian facilities, provided she 
does not change doctors, 
Dependents using c i v iii a n hospital 
hospita ls should be sure both the doctor 
a nd the hospital recognize the govern-
ment's plan. If not, the dependents must 
assume the responsibility. 
Maternit y care includes treatment of 
complica tio ns in a pregnancy, as we ll a s 
ca re o f the infant, delivery, pre-natal and 
post-natal. 
Dependents will pay the fir st $25 when 
using a civilian hospital. The governmen t 
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Potpourri 
Christmas Dinner 
Bound to Please 
The o nly p lace a Navy man might get 
a sk impy Christmas dinner is at home. If 
he eats o n the mess hi s belt is bound to 
need loosenin g. 
The Navy Subsis tence Office recei ves 
m en li S from many ships and stations and 
all reft ec t a variety of delicious di shes. The 
office may suggest a particula r menu, but 
the fina l deci sion rests with the galleys 
them selves. 
A typica l holiday men u will ofTer a 
choice of juice, fruit cocktail or soup; tur-
key or ham with dressing. g ra vy and cran-
berry sauce; whipped a nd sweet potatoes, 
several vegdabJes and salad s, and an as-
sortment of desserts from pumpkin pie 
and ice cream to fruit cake and plum pud-
ding. Embelli sh ing the gl"Oaning board will 
be hot rolls and breads, Christmas candy 
and nuts. o li ves and o ther relishes and a 
choice of beverage. H ow's that fo r good 
eating? 
Some statio l1s offer roaSt beef. Others 
might se rve roast pork or even grilled 
beef s tea r. .. \.vatever the final menu. 
the Navy man gets a cho ice - and some-
thing is bound to be his favorite. 
S ince Christmas Day d inner is such a 
spec ial even t, the galleys print their 
m enus in card form . with bright pictures 
or line drawings. These may be mailed 
home to families with a suitable messa~e 
-l ik<'. ""ec. Mom, I'm full!" 
THE CLASSMATE 
Little Known Facts 
About Submarines 
Ins ignia of the Navy's submarine 
serv ice is a submarine Aanked by two 
Dolphins. Dolphins, or porpoises, tradi-
tiona l attcndants to Poseidon, Greek God 
of the Sea and patron deity of sai lors, are 
symbolic o f a ca lm sca , and are some-
times called the " sa ilor' s friend." In ad-
ditio n to the Dolphin s, those \Vorld \Var 
II submariners who participa ted in suc-
cessful combat patro ls may wear the 
coveted Submarine Combat In sign ia. 
• • • 
Prohahly the Illost expensive ballast 
eve ry c.trr ied by a sh ip was two tons of 
gold bars and 18 tons of s il ve r pesos car-
ried by the U.S. suhmarine Trout while 
on a trip fro m Corregidor to Pearl H ar-
bor early in "'arid \ Var II. 
• • • 
).rodern submarines can travel faster 
submerged than on the surface. They can 
fully submerge in less than one minute. 
• • • 
In 192 1, a United S lates submarine, the 
1~- 14, having run out of fu el at sea, rigged 
sails from blankets, hamlllocks, curtain 
rods and the ramrod of a 3-inch gun, and 
sa iled 100 miles to port at a speed of two 
knOl!'. 
• • • 
Submarine tenders, o r "m other ships" of 
the U.S. Navy usually bear the na mes of 
characte rs of mythology. the names of 
persons who have made contributions to 
the Submarine Service o r the names of 
"nhmarinr ill\'(' lltnr". 
Joyeux Noel et Bonne Heureuse 
Annee. 
To all the Navy Wives and their Fami-
lies who have been so kind as to Pat-
ronize our Salon thi s past yea r. We 
Sincerely wish you The Most Joyous 
of Hoi iday Season. 
Maurice and Barbra LeVesque 
For the Finest in Ha ir and Wig Care 
Maurice and 8arbra, Hairstylist 
702 Forest Avenue 
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owe Proposed Activities 
The foHowing li st of Activities will be held during the \Vinter and Spring: 
Ballet for Children ........................................................... Dorothy Stevens, 624-4796 
Interior Decorating ....................................................... Dorothy Constans, 624-8444 
Furniture R efinishing .......................................... .... \Vayne Cantu, 394-2991 
Sewing ...... ............................... . .. .. ......................... Bcn Duggar, 624-9306 
Bridge ....... . 
Physical Fitness ..... 
............................... Me1 Isenberger, 372-7111 ext. 292 
.. Marge Heiland, 372-3414 
Tennis ........... . 
Bowling .. 
........ Lco Kohler, 394-2484 
............................ Dial1c Huth, 375-9986 
Golf ............... ................................ ...................................... . .. Joe Higuera, 375-4663 
Gourmet Cooking ...... ............................. .................................. Leo Copper, 373-3171 
M illinery ............. .................................. ........ . 
Culture Vultures .................................... ...... . 
................ Carr ie Mills, 372-2577 
.Liz \\' ickens, 384-8696 
For further information contact the Activities Chairman. 
372-6138 1271 Fremont Monterey. California 
FINEST QUALITY HOME FURNI SHINGS 
Including Carpeting, Draperies and Appliances 
Small Store- LARGE SAVINGS 
Tom and Hetty Baxte r Come in and browse 
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Who Will Get 
Your Insurance? 
A young 1·farine was recently ki lled in 
Vietnam . Back home in the states he left 
a wife and two chi ldren. The Marine was 
fully insured, and his carefully written 
wi ll left everything to his wife. But his 
wife didn 't get any insurance money. That 
went to hi s mother. And another com-
pany delivered its check to his brother. 
Unfortunately, the Marine had not 
changed the beneficiary 011 hi s insurance 
policies . Perhaps he thought the will would 
take ca re of that. Not at all. The insurance 
companies were legally required to pay his 
mother and his brother. 
Tragedies like this can be avoided . 
Check the benefic iaries on your life insur-
ance policies and be sure that the persons 
named ar~ the ones you want to have your 
money. Procrastination is the main rea-
son for such mistakes, so do it now. Even 
divorce does not ddeat the right for the 
beneficiary to coHect. 
The legal assistance officer may be con-
sulted for advice ill insurance matters. 
SuPers to Issue 
Airline Tickets 
Traveling is getting easier all the time. 
Now BuPers has installed a machine 
which will make reservations and issue an 
airline ticket to people with officia l orders. 
Called Airline Telleticketing. the device 
connects the BuPers traffic branch with 
airline offices. Then BuPers either may 
send the tickets to the travelers or let them 
pick up the tickets when they go to the 
airport. The machine will be of special 
help to dependents where getting reserva-
tions and tickets is inconvenient. 
855 Broadway - Seaside - 9 to 6 Daily - Telephone 394-6167 
For Christmas .. choose 
N EW IMP ROY E D R E C LI N E R S 
from $79 Up to $179 
Every style from a French Provincial recl ine r with cane sides - to a 
"grandpall chair with man-size com fort~ Tinsley's is home owned .. . 
home operated . . . where you' ll get personal attention from the 
friendly staff. Fine quality - furniture , bedding, carpet and accessor-
ies. 
Use }IOllr Maslrr Charge or 
Tinsley's own Revolving Charge Plan 






See if you can match these 10 U.S. Navy 
firsts with the co rrect names. 
1. The first air raid on japan in World 
\-VaT II was made by this American air-
craft carrie r on Apr il 18, 1942. S he carried 
army B-2S's as her strike force. 
o USS SARATOGA, 0 USS LEX-
INGTON, 0 USS H ORNET, 0 USS 
ESSEX. 
2. This intrepid a irman made the first 
shipboard take-off of an air-plane in a 
Curtiss pusher, frol11 the deck of the USS 
BIRMINGHAM 011 November 14, 1910. 
o Eugene E ly, 0 John Towers, 
o Glenn Curtiss, 0 Orville Wright. 
3. In 1960, this nuclear powered sub-
marine commanded by Commander George 
P. Steele] I, made the first east-west un-
derwater transit through the Northwest 
Passage. At one point she was forced to 
dive below 300 feet to sail under an ice-
berg in Baffin Bay. 
o USS SKATE, 0 USS SEA DRAG-
on, 0 USS SARGO, 0 USS NAUTI-
LUS. 
TH E CLASSMATE 
o USS SERRANO, 0 USS MAURY, 
o USS STATEN ISLAND, 0 USS 
RENATE. 
6. By 1922 the Navy had established it s 
first naval air station in this seashore com-
Illunity. 
o Pensacola, Fla., 0 San Diego, Cali f., 
o At lantic City, N. J ., 0 Norfolk, Va. 
7. In 1907, for the fi rst time in U.S. 
Nava l history, a force of 16 battleships 
and 4 des troyers of the Atlantic Fleet be-
gan a 14 month, 46,000 mile world cruise. 
This Aeet was given a special name he-
cause of the color of its ships. 
o Great Yellow Fleet. 0 Great Red 
Fleet, 0 Great Blue Fleet. 0 Grea t 
\Vhite Fleet. 
8. In 1farch 1959 thi s submarine sa iled 
under the ice to the North Pole and sur-
faced through the ice to become the first 
ship of any type to he on the surface at 
the pole . 
oUSS SEA WOLF, 0 USS SKATE, 
o USS SA RGO, 0 USS NATH AN 
HALE. 
9. She is the Navy 's first nuclear -power-
ed guided-missile frigate . She was launched 
April 15, 196 1, at Quincy 1bss. She's 564 
feet lo ng and displaces 7,600 tons. 
o USS BAINBRIDGE, 0 USS 
LAWRENCE, 0 USS BIDDLE, 0 
USS BAR~EY. 
10. This nuclear submarine is the 
world's larges t and on Uay 10, 1960, sur-
~ac('d off Delaware becoming the first to 
Hartnell & W.ln,.r 
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travel around the world submerged. Time: 
84 days. 
o USS SKIPJACK, 0 USS TRI-
TON, 0 USS NATHAN HALE. 0 
USS GEORGE WASHINGTON. 
ANSWERS 
·NO.L 
-nIl. ssn '01 '3aOl~IlNIVIl ssn '6 
~3..LV)l5 55n '8 !1;);}1!I ;}l!l!M l"e;}J9 't. 
~"eP!JOld '"etO:l"esU;}d '9 ~AHnV J~ 55.1 'S' 
'VIdWA,O ssn'~ 'NOaV~aV3S S511 
'f "13 >u>~n3 'l 'J,3NlIOH SS,l ' I 
BHAVO ZULU 
LT FRANCIS X. O'DONNELL, USN, 
Engineering Science-BRONZE STAR. 
LT ARTHUR D. RATHJEN, USN, 
Engineering Science-NAVY COMMENDA-
TION MEDAL. 
LTJG THEODORE DOROSHENK, 
USN R, Engineering Science - NAVY 
COMMENDATION MEDAL. 
LT RICHARD C. BALDWIN, USN, 
Engineering Science--COMIlAT FOR SEV-
ENTH FL T COMM ENDATION. 
4. It was May 1, 1898. when thi s battle-
ship leading the American Fleet sighted 
the Spanish fleet as she steamed through 
the entrance to Manila Bay. Commodore 
Dewey standing on her bridge gave the 
historic command, "You may fire when 
you are ready Gr idley." Restored to mint 
condition, she's presently berthed in Phil-
adelphia. 
T.I.phone ]72..()]71 Mo",.r.y, Califor"ia 
o USS ROCHESTER, 0 USS BIR-
MINGHAM, 0 USS OLYMPIA, 0 
USS VINCENNES. 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FinED 
IY REGISTERED (ORSHIERS 
.1", 







5. Back in 1842, a navy Lieutenant chart-
ed ocean current s and helped found the 
first U.S. Nava l Observatory and Hydro-
graphic Office . This ship o f the Servic(' 
Force. Pacific Fleet hear~ hi~ name. 
"Uncler one roof" 
A Family Portrait like this is a fine thing to have 
and a grand thing to give 
CALL US TODAY 
FOR YOUR FAM ILY'S APPOINTMENT 
"NATURAL COLOR & BLACK ANa WHITE" 




Sailing at the 
is a 
TRADITION 














San Carlos & 7th, Carmel 
Next to the Wells Fargo Bank 
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Filth Religious Art 
t t ~ 
Religious .a rt show entries line up in Hermann Hall exhibi t. 
If you have been wondering about the 
gleams in Monsignor Fitzpatrick and the 
Religious Art Committees' eye, it is be-
cause the exquisite "Cross of Crosses" 
was donated to the Cathol ic Chapel by its 
excellent craftsman, Mr. T. O. Edwards. 
I n fact, the Fifth An nual Religious Art 
Show Committee has chosen the "Cross 
o f Crosses" as the theme for this year's 
show. 
Only five years old, this annual Religi-
OllS Art Show, sponsored by the Catholic 
Chapel Guild at the Naval Postgraduate 
School is not on ly eagerly antic ipated by 
the local community but by communities 
as far south as San D iego. This year the 
able and charming publicity chairman, 
Chris Moore, plans to extend the pUblicity 
into other states and on a much broader 
scale than has been done previous ly. 
The attractive poster s you have seen 
strategically placed a round were designed 
by Petty Officer Third Class :Melvin Baum 
and silk screened by Cathy Grofi ls. 
Not only docs the Committee's work 
en ta il transforming the Ballroom into an 
Art Gallery but they a lso had to se lect 
and procure a respectahle. capable and im-
prcssive panel of judges for the show. We 
are ve ry proud to announce this year's 
panel w hich includes: J. Richard Sorby 
who rece ived AS and MA degrees at 
Colorado State College; studied at Chi-
cago Art Institute; University of the 
Head of Christ, one of last year's winners, by Fred 
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Show 
Americas in Mexico City and was a stu· 
dent of John Ferren and Jimmy Ernst. He 
has exhibited extenssively in national, re-
gional, and one man exhibitions, including 
National Gallery of Art. Mr. Sorby also 
has exhibited outside of the United States 
including Mexico City, Japan, West Indies 
and Europe. H e was awarded many prizes 
and purchase awards including National 
vVatercolor Competition, Mid-America 
J\nnual at Kansas City and most recently 
Non-Representational First Prize at St. 
Jude Exhibition at Unive r sity of Santa 
Clara 1966 and Top Purchase Award at 
26th Annual National Invitational Exhibi-
t.ion , Cedar City, Utah, 1966. 
).{r. Eldon Dedini, the famed cartoonist, 
was associated with Walt Disney S tudios, 
was on the staff of "Esquire Magazine" 
for four years and has been with "The 
New Yorker" since 1950. He has been as-
sociated with "Art in Ameri ca }o.hgazine" 
and internationally with "Punch" in Lon-
don. 1fr. Dedini was voted best magazine 
cartoonist in 1958, 1961 and 1964 by Na-
tional Cartoonists Society, New York 
City. He is a graduate of Chouinard Art 
r nstitute in Fine Arts. 
Mr. ~' illialll Shaffer holds Master of 
Arts degrees from Chicago Academy of 
Fine Arts and Colorado State College. He 
also has a Master o f Arts in Educational 
Psychology from Southern Illinois Uni-
versity and served as Artist in Residence 
at that University. For six years he was 
Supervisor of Fine Arts at University of 
Iowa where he received hi s Ph.D. in Fine 
Arts. He is the past President of the Coun-
cil of Exceptional Children in that state. 
}o.{r. Shaffer has also agreed to evaluat( 
the Children's Show. 
Children's art, which is always so pure 
and interprets the world seell through their 
eyes, is a favorite division of the Art Show, 
I t is opened to all grade school children 
and will be continued in a larger scope 
this year. The high school students will 
compete with the other artists . 
The dates for this year's show are 22 
January through 4 February. Students and 
their families are not only invited to enter 
the Art Show but to certainly view it dur-
ing the two weeks, from nOOI1 to 9:00 
p.lll. Both modern and traditional art are 
welcollle as long as the theme is a religi-
ous one. All fa iths are welcomed and all 
media of art wi ll be represented. T he prize 
money is $500 maximum awarded accord-
ing to merit. 
If you would be interested in act ing as 
one of the hostesses du r ing the Show or 
work on the Mail ing Committee , ptease 
contact either of the Co-Chairmen, Diane 
Jordan, 394-968 1 o r Camille Passarella, 
372-6983. -Camille Pa. sarella 
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Fleet Numerical 
Weather Facility 
FNWF ended the month of September 
with a Stripe Wetting Luau, at NALF, 
for CDR Glen Hamilton, exec and LT 
Gerry Brearton. All came appropriately 
garbed but were put to shame by Gerry 
Brearton's lava lava. 
Pat Nicholson had the monthly coffee 
for us. Unfortunately your reporter was 
unable to attend. 
Pete and Fran Kesel, formerly of 
FN\VF now at the P.G. school, gave a 
beautiful cocktail party before the In 
Honor of Bravery Ball. There was much 
good champagne and homemade hors 
d'ocuvres. Everyone looked elegant. 
vVelcome aboard LT Terry McCluskey 
and hi s wife Maryanne. They have just 
com e to us from Norfolk. Terry and 
1..faryanne are not strangers to Monterey. 
as they were at the P.G. school only two 
years ago. 
Dick and Lorraine Garrett gave a smash-
ing Halloween party. Many of our num-
bers showed their true personalities by 
the costumes that abounded. Gerry and 
Dian Brearton won first prize for "A 
Sailo r and His Mate." Howard and Abby 
Straus took second with "Hell's Angels." 
CAPT and Mrs. Wolff, "The Flower 
Children," tied for third with Bill and 
S uzanne Groscup, "The Scarecrow and 
the Witch." 
FNV\' F ended the month with a picnic 
at the P.G. school golf course. As far as 
the eye could see there were hamburgers, 
SERVICES 
New Goodye ar Tires 
Recapping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Balancing 
Front Alignme nt and Service 
Brake Service 




As of the first of January, Classmate 
will have a new Editor. Jacque Yeske will 
assume the Editorship after serving as As-
soc iate Editor for the past seven mo nths. 
Jacque's journalism background is, to 
say the least, impressive. She holds a de-
gree in journalism from the University of 
Nebraska, worked as a reporter a nd pho-
tographer for the Miami Herald , and has 
also worked for CBS, National Educa-
tio nal Television, the Ledger Star in Nor-
folk, Va., and the Evening Post in 
Charleston, South Carolina. 
As the Associate Editor of Classmate, 
Jacque wrote many of the stories en-
joyed by Classmate's readers. She a lso 
works as publicity chairman for NPGS 
Little Theater. 
Jacque's husband, LT Lanny Yeske is 
in the oceanography curriculum, They 
have a SOil, Jay, 1. 
Classmate is happy to welcome aboa rd 
its new Editor and knows her imagination 
and talent will bring enjoyable reading to 
the students, wives and faculty of the 
school. 
- Bobbi Breckenridge 
hotdogs and ch ildren. The weather was 





TIRES - TUBES - BATTERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
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From ner home in Philadelphia, author and humanitar ian Pearl Buck tours to raise money for the Pearl 
Buck Founda tion to aid Ameurasian children. 
PEARL BUCK~S MISSION 
This child without a nationality might 
be your niece or your nephew. Or a cousin. 
Many parents of American servicemen 
statio ned in Asia arc grandparents of 
thousands like him. 
He is the Ameurasian, a by-product o f 
our GI's who have been stationed in one 
of the nine countries where we now main-
tain troops in Asia. 
tne wnalel' 
THE WHALER, one of Monte-
n~y/s most exciting restaurants 
. . . 635 Cass St., behind the 
Casa Munras Hotel. Superb 
cockta ils and wines ... finest 
steaks, Austral ian Lobster, local 
fresh chicken are 
offered . Open 
And th is is the ch ild who concerns Pearl 
Buck. author, humanita r ian and more than 
just a celebrity. I n her lifetime she has 
become an institution with both those 
who have read her books and those who 
haven't. 
\Vhile here for a speaking engagement 
at ~ I onterey Peninsula College and a 
week's stay in Carmel, Miss Buck spoke 
o f her concern ahout th is chi ld without a 
nationality, 
Whose Responsibility 
Asians do not claim chi ldren with 
father s who are not Asian, D uring previous 
colonization, French, Dutch and English 
governments admitted them as their re ~ 
sponsibility, Indian soldiers and officers 
were denied advancement if Sti ch a chi ld 
became known, so there was little problem, 
But as yet, says 11 iss Buck, the Ameri~ 
can government has made no decision 
about thelll. 
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Half these children die before t hey 
arc five , 
Menace or Blessing 
"Those who do surv ive a rc the s trong, 
intelligent ones," says M iss Buck, "They 
will become a menace. because they are so 
bitter and discontented, or they can be~ 
come a boon and a hlessing to tiS in our 
dealings with Asia." 
To arouse concern and funds for the 
fut u res of these ch ildren, Pearl Buck at 
75 has toured more than 200 U,S. cit ies 
ill the past year, telling their ta le, 
She expla ins that the mothers of these 
children are not prostitutes. They don't 
have children, But these are the daugh-
ters of poor farmers who have had to 
co me to the city to look for work. hlen 
they might have married have been killed 
in the many wars, and their fathers and 
brothers too, probably, 
Of course , they go where there is 
Illoney. And even the lowest paid Ameri-
can serviceman is rich hy Asian stand-
ants. 
Child of Future 
"So you can't blame the girls," says 
i\fi ss Buck, who was bo rn in this country, 
but raised hy her Preshyterian missio nary 
parents ill China. 
"And you can 't blame the young Ameri-
cans either. Most of them are in the 
flower of their youth, far from hOllle 
and not certain whether they will be alive 
next week, next month, or even tomor-
row." 
1o.Iiss Buck first became concerned with 
the Ameurasian child seven years ago in 
one of her ann nal trips to the Orient. 
She estimates o ne American serv iceman 
in ten becomes the fathe r of th is "ch ild 
()f the future." 
He is just being born too soon, she 
says. Neither country knows what to do 
with him now. In 100 years of peace, he 
would have been born when countries be-
~an to mingle as they inevitably must. 
Business, Soldiers, Church 
The winner of the Nobel prize for lit-
erature in 1938 explains that the fathers 
of these children arc in Asia today be-
cause of three historical developments: 
the coming of business and trade from 
the \Ve~t, solrlier<;, and troo ps hrought later 
BUYING OR SELLING? 
11 :30 a.m. Mon. 
thru Fri. for Lun-
cheon and Dinner 
- Open 5 p.m. 
Sat. and Sun. for 
Dinner only . 
Phone 373-1933. 
TRI-CITY REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 








Del Monte 8lvd . 
Seaside 
394-6581 
Fremont Blvd. & 
B roadway Ave. 
Paci f ic Grove 
375-9541 
309 Forest Ave. 
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to protect trading interests, and mission-
aries, who unknowingly created unrest 
when they introduced Christ ian ed ucation 
and religion. 
Even though America is probably one 
of the most non-imperial nations ever to 
appear on the Asian scene, the fact that 
the Asians dread, Miss Buck says, is that 
since the occupation of the Philippines we 
have never seemed to withdraw our 
troops. 
Miss Buck describes what often appears 
to be Chinese expansion as a historical 
fact that the Chinese will only move to 
regain cou ntries once under her protec-
torate as the leading civilizat ion in Asia. 
Tibet, for example, was once her re-
sponsibility I so she moved to get it back. 
The buffer stales set up by England be-
tween I ndia and China, when China was 
weak, are a lso areas she tries to retrieve . 
Communist Cruelty 
But hi stor ically, China is not aggres-
sive , Miss Buck claims. She points out that 
ancient em perors forbade the deve lopment 
of rockets and gunpowder because inno-
cent people would be killed in war. In-
s tead soldiers were instructed to use 
swords and kill only each other. And 
China, which was the first to discover ex-
plosives, used it to deve lop fireworks. 
not bombs. 
Communism has added an unfortunate 
cruelty to the Chinese scene, however. 
St ill Miss Buck docs not think the Chinese 
would use a hydrogen or atomic bomb 
aggressively. 
"They have only developed it as pro-
tection against the \Vest," she says. 
"China long ago learned the use lessness 
of war, something "",' estern nat ions have 
ye t to discover." 
The Quiet-spoken authoress pointed out 
that throuR"hollt hi~tory China has com-
SEALY GOLDEN SLEEPER 
TH E CLASSMATE 
pletely absorbed her conquerors, until 
they lost their identity. 
Christianity 
"They are ruthless ly kind," she noted, 
"and T hope we wi ll neve r be so foolish 
as to get ourse lves involved in a land war 
with her. Americans, who are poor history 
students, should rea lize it a lways repeats 
itself ... 
She says the reason Communists were 
able to take over in 1927 can be directly 
traced to Christian missionaries. They 
had educated peasant young men and in-
sp ired them with our democratic ideal, yet 
the Chinese civil servi ce was closed to 
them because the education had not qual-
ifi ed them for it. 
Suddenly a Ilew class of Christian peas-
ants cast off a centuries old religion and 
wen.' ready for a change. The civil serv-
ice which had carried the ancient civiliza-
tion through the changes of 27 dynasties 
could not survive the blow of Christian-
ity. 
The emerging Soviet regimc in Russia 
saw the opportunity and seized it. 
"China is still in a transition period, 
which sta rted in 1903," Miss Buck says, 
Communism has not won completely, but 
the danj.!cr. of course, is that those inside 
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China who knew America are now dying 
out. 
All these circumstances have resulted 
in the American presence in Asia. 
Innocent 
"We are partly, innocently respon sible 
for the troubles there," says Miss Buck." 
And we must think twice before we im-
pose our ideals 0 11 them, either by love 
and friendship or hy war. The Asian must 
find expression his OWIl way. he cannot 
he forced ." 
She continues to hope we learn thi s, 
partly through the Amcrusian child. 
H er next book, " 1 'm always working on 
a book," she says, is ahout an American 
candidate for governor who suddenly de-
cides to hring his own Ameurasian child 
hack to his American wife. 
"The New Year" will he published in 
the spring, and by then the writer of ''The 
Good Earth," "Imperial Lady" and many 
more nove ls will probably ht" working fa st 
to turn out al10l her he fore she reaches her 
seventy-sixth winter. 
- Jacque Yeske 
c+-!> 
The speed limit in La Mesa ViIJage is 
15 ~rpH . 
YALNIZZA MARKET 
401 Ocean, Monterey 
Phone 375-6839 
Delivery Service 
In the heart of Oak Grove residential 
sedion - one block from the 5th 
Street entunce to the Navy School. 
We Give S & H Green Stamps 
Weekly Hours: 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :00 p.m. 
Sundays 8 :30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Union offers you an exciting 
selection of famous Sealy 
mattresses- including 
luxury king and queen-sized 
beauties. Treat yourself to 
the best, and save! 
GOLDEN SLEEP LUXURY 
Full or twin ·size comfort at a budget price. Button-free 
smooth top; hundreds of coils; pre· built borders. 
Looks and feels like $20 more. Except for 
quilting, same as Sealy's former $69.95 mattress. 
Fine innerspring coils, Golden Edge borders. 
UNION 
HOME FURNISHINGS· APPLIANCES' CARPETS 
Open Fridays 'til 9 
Free Plrkine in Rear I Union Flexible Credit-Extended Payment ptan--add to your account any time and t ake months to pay ... NO INTEREST 30 TO 90 DAY ACCOUNTS. 
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~.A Student's First Day at 
A new NPGS student usually mak.es Herrman Hall his first stop since it houses the qua rterdeck, the 
mail center and other administ rative ofhces. Off icial U. S. Navy Photo 




Fine Wines - Uquors 
Importetlond Domestic Food Delicocies 
OCEAN AVENUE and MISSION 
624-2022 CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 
IT'S TIME 
To issue a cordial invitation to the opening of THE 
SHOWCASE on December 11, 1967. 
Time passed and the painters and carpenters have 
come and gone. Although THE SHOWCASE is 
the Peninsula's newest Furniture and Decorating Shop, 
the people are well known. 
Shirley Thonson, Dick and Joan Civick will be de-
lighted to show you the fine furniture and accessories 
that have been chosen for the opening of THE 
SHOWCASE. 
THE -Photo by AI Web., 
SHOWCASE 
CASA FUENTE 434 PACIFIC SlIEEr TELEPHONE, (408) 372-7011 
La IVIesa Village might be his next stop to secure 
housll"lO for his family. 
A rur. to the Navy Exchange to pick up t he nec-
essary cleaning Items would perhaps be next on 
his agenda. OHicia l U. S. Navy photo 
MONTEREY, CALIFOINIA 93940 
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the Naval PA"" ... -"""~""\.oL,ua te School 
Spanagel Hall, where many of the labs are located, 
will become a familiar sight during his trur here. 
Then, perhaps a few moments to chat with 
friends on the esplanade between Spanagel and 
Root Halls. 
And on to Root Hall to spend some time in the 
Library. 
Time for lunch in the cafeteria in the basement of King Hall, a welcome break from his studies. 
(cont inued. next page ) 
Ladies' Dressmaking 4 Seamstresses to Serve You 
Prices You Can Afford 
We Copy Any Style - No Pattern Needed 
172 Forest, next to Yarn Center 
Open 9:30-5 :30 Closed Sunday 375-0847 
Black and White or Neutral Color Portraits 
For 
Christmas 
Sixth near Dolores 





G ARDEN HOTEL 
IN THE: CANDLE:lIGHT 
Monterey. Cal ifornia 
375-2~ 11 
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A lecture at King Hall is always an interesting diversion. t I' 
The view from the parking lot, and homeward bJund 
FORT ORO and PRESIDIO 
* 
FORT ORO TELEPHONE 242· 2650 
- CALL - PRESIDIO TELEPHONE H2·1321 
• 
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r r 
Come to think of it, tha I Officer's Club looks 
pretty invIting. 























Turf & Surf Buffet 
HH 
Beef Tail (no reserv .) 
Dancing 2100-0100 
SATURDAY 
Chef's Gourmet Menu 








Regular Weekly Events 
THURSDAYS-
Duplicate Bridge, 19 J 0 
ladies Day USNPGS Golf Course 
NA VY RELIEF OFFICE HOURS 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday ... _0930-1 130 
Tuesday, Thursday _ ......... _ ..... 1230-1430 
THRIFT SHOP HOURS 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. _. IOOO-lJOO 
FOR THE NEWEST FASHIONS IN EYE WEAR 
Associated Opticians 
Proudly Serving the Milil ary Community 
Active and Retired 
Ramp D- ll .. Aille E 
Ho.pital , Fori Ord 
242·6101 
SAFETY LENSES 
rOR CHILDREN AND 
SPORSTMEN 
Page Twenty-five 
Photo by John Perkins 
Out on a limb about your holi-
day fashions? 
Don' t monkey around, come to 
Gretchens and start your New 
Year off right. 





656 Munr.as Avenue, Mont.,., 
Free Parking at Casa Munras 
375-6873 
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Sioux and Jerry Combine Personality, Talent, 
They didn't start out to be funn y, but 
they've always been entertaining. It a ll 
began about four years back when Sioux 
Scott, newly anived in Monterey front 
New York, caught a nightclub act featur-
ing another newcomer, a handsome and 
talented singer-piano-player named Jerry 
'~T inters. They hit it off immediately, and 
jeny asked Sioux to "sit in" with his act. 
Before long, they were a team, singing, 
playing, and wisecracking their way 
around the Monterey area until, as jel"l"Y 
says, "'''e've played every stage available 
on the peninsula." They found their pres-
ent "home" at the Outrigger about two 
years ago, and from that time on have be-
come one of the hottest acts in town . In 
September of this year, Mr. Fellows of 
the Officers' Club booked them for six 
weeks in the El Prado Room. From thei r 
opening night ovat ion, it was soon ap-
parent that the Navy could never get 
enough of Sioux and jeny. !'o their con-
tract has been extended indefinitely be-
cause of popular demand. 
Although Sioux and jel"l"Y are both sti ll 
in their roarin' twenties, they have spen t 
most of their lives in the entertainment 
business, Jel"l"Y having began his ca reer 
on radio at the age of eight and Sioux 
making her stage debut singing "Me and 
:My Teddy Bear" at the age of three. 
jel"l"Y, who sings in several languages, has 
written numerous songs, as well as hav-
ing a r epertoire of over 6,700 songs played 
and sung entirely from memory. He has 
performed in 37 states in the U.S., as well 
as Canada and Mexico. He has made two 
recordings, one of which is to be re-
leased in the early spring, while the other 
can be found at your music store bearing 
the title "jcl"I"Y '''' inters Captures Cannery 
Row." 
Sioux was a theater and music major at 
Michigan State and has worked as a cos-
tumer in White Oaks and Sister Lakes, 
QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS 
Thomasville - Stanley -American o f Martinsville 
-Kent Coffee - Ballman-Cummings - Bay-Murray 
in Convenient Monte Vista Village 
Jurniture S'luare 
61 Soledad Drive-Monterey across from the Hill Theatre 372-1766 
• DRAPERIES • CURTAINS • VENITIAN BLINDS • CORNICES 
• BAMBOO DRAPERIES • WINDOW SHADES 
• DRAPERY HARDWARE • SHUTTERS 
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. Jerry Winters & Sioux Scott 
Michigan. She also taught creative drama, 
which, she explained, was playmaking or 
act ing out a story with ch ild ren. She also 
taught theater and ac ting in the high 
school institute at the college. She sang 
summers on the Catskill circle and the 
Jersey shore, and made her television de -
but on the ":Me rry Mailman Show," a 
chi ldren's hour. The theme was "Wh ite 
Christmas" and she played the part of a 
snow Rake, dressed in a white leotard and 
sequins. At th is point in the story, Jerry 
cut in, saying, "Did you ever see a 900 Ibs. 
SnowRake?," but Sioux rebuffed him with 
dignity. "I was thinner then , she said . 
Sioux confessed that she really wanted 
to be a pianist, and, after having studied 
for nine years, she auditioned with the 
noted piano instructor at Michigan State, 
Hans Lampal. After hearing her play, he 
quiet ly asked her how long she had 
studied. Breathlessly, she told him. "You 
wasted your money," he said, and the 
audition was over, as well as Sioux's as-
pirations. 
"I went back to being a snowRake," she 
sa id. 
The combination of Scott and Winters 
is iHesistible in personality as welt as 
talent, and, as I said earl ier, they started 
off se rious, but their quick wit led them to 
occasionally exchange quips with the aud i-
ences, and soon they had a comedy rou-
tine . 
"We've never planned our routines," 
said jerry. ":Most of the aud iences write 
our materiaL" 
"The Cinderella thing started as a 
reading," said Sioux, "And then things 
kept happening. I'm so spastic and JCI"I"Y 
capi tal ius on it." 
• 
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Service 
The Sioux Scott and Jerrry W inters 
Act does four charity shows per month, 
as well as the regular appearance at the 
Outrigger and the "0" Club. There is 
also a Jerry Winters radio show in the 
making for Saturday afternoons, which 
will be aired in the next few months_ 
In spi te of their heavy schedule, Sioux 
and Jerry have la unched a phenomenally 
successful arts and crafts program for 
nursing patients at the Carmel Convales-
cent H ospital. It began in March, 1966, 
when Sioux and Jerry volun teered their 
services to provide a program for the 
recreational, social, and mental stimula-
tion of the senior cit izens at the hospital. 
They were given a Toom 011 the ground 
fl oor, a few boxes of discarded mats 
from a loca l art s to re, and some finger 
paints. From thi s humble beginning, the 
noticeable change in the patients brought 
more interest and m ore donations, until 
by Christmas of that year, they were 
working with mosaic tile, leather and 
macaroni crafts for holiday gifts. Now 
Jerry and Sioux dream of expanding their 
program to include o ther hospitals and to 
provide more facilities for creati ve c rafts . 
"VI,' e need volunteers more than any-
thing else," Sioux said. "They don' t have 
to work in crafts; we need people to just 
visit with patients. Many of them have no 
relatives and nobody comes to see them." 
Jerry also told me that there is a great 
need for pajamas, men's as welt as wom-
en's nightgowns and robes. This is be-
cause, contrary to popular belief, 90 per-
cent of the patients are on welfare and 
only receive $15.00 per month for per-
sonal spending. Jerry asked me to men-
tion that, if anyone is interested in helping 
out in some way, to call the Carmel 
Convalescent H ospital at 624-9111. 
I couldn't help but feel after talking to 
Sioux and Jerry that they 111ust get a 
great deal of satisfaction out of reaching 
so many people-not only bringing gaiety 
and music to the numerous audiences who 
gather in front of their stage for an eve-
ning of entertainment, but also guiding 
the fumbling hands of elderly patients to-
wards the completion of something they 
made themselves. 
- Simone O strander 
WATCH FOR 
PINK FLYERS 
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YOU SAVE 
20CYo to 40CYo 
Every Day by Shopping at 
m s 
the quality discount center 
1951 Fremont, Seaside 
phone 394-1444 
Quality Merchandise at Discount Prices 
WOMEN'S APPAREL HOUSEWARES 
CHILDREN'S WEAR FURNITURE 
MEN'S WEAR APPLIANCES 
CAMERA & JEWELRY SPORTING GOODS 
SHOES AUTOMOTIVE & TIRES 
SUNDRIES PAINT & HARDWARE 
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After moving in finding one's way 
around town is the next step in getting 
settled in a new home. The following in-
formation will acquain t newcomers with 
some of the services offered by military 
installations in this area. Please note that 
rollers and/or curlers are not permitted 
and skirts are required for women and 
teenage girls at all these installations. 
COMMISSARY 
Since the Navy docs not operate a com-
missa ry store in this area, we use the fa -
cility at Fort Ord, located just inside the 
10th Street Gate (North of the Main Gate) 
on Highway 1. Phone 242-4242. 
Monday-Friday ........ . ...... 0900-1730 
Saturday .................................. 0900- 1500 
Sunday....................... . ........ 1000-1630 
Bag boys are ava il able on a tip basis for 
those who do not wish to bag their own 
groceries. Children under 16 years of age 
are not permitted in the commissary, but a 
small nursery for chi ldren up to 8 years 
of age is located next to the store. The 
nursery attendant also operates on a tip 
basis. Long lines are to be expected around 
the first of each month. Tf you wish to 
purchase 10 items or less, you may go to 
the head of the line and use a small port-
able basket, checking out through the ex-
press counter. 
Some commissary items are also avail-
able at exchange facilities at La Mesa Vil-
lage, Fort Ord, and the Presidio in Mon-
terey. See headings below. 
CHILD CARE CENTERS 
At the Postgraduate School, the nursery 
is located in the west wing of Herrmann 
Hall on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 
Middle Road. 
Children must be at least six months 
old and free of colds. A shot record is re-
quired upon first entering. Rates are hour-
ly at $ .35 for one child, $ .25 for each ad-
ditional child, and $1.00 hourly maximum 
for four or more children in one family. 
Minimum charge for one child staying 
only one hour is $ .50, There is a charge 
of $ .50 per fifteen minutes for children 
left after closing time. Lunch is served at 
1130 at a charge of $ .30 per child. The 
charge for feeding infants their own food 
is $ .30. Children may bring thei r own 
lunches and the charge for milk is $ . to. 
Rl'servations are requested for lunch and 
are necessary for evening and special day-
time functions. 
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL NURSERY ( Pho", 
372-2255 
Monday-Wednesday .... 0900-1700 
Thursday ............................... 0830-1700 
Friday ..................................... 0900-0130 
Saturday .................................. 1730-0130 
Sunday ............... ....................... 0900-1230 
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WELCOME 
Nurseries are provided at Fort Ord and 
the P resid io in Monterey. Children be-
tween the ages of 3 months and 12 years 
are accepted. Fees are comparable to those 
at the Postgraduate School Nursery but 
the hours a re more ex tensi\·e. 
FORT ORO NURSERY (Pho", 242-3013 1 
Located in Bldg. 3062 (Ward E-3) off 
Ninth St ree t in the hospi tal area. The en-
trance to the nursery is on F Street. 
PRESIDIO NURSERY (Pho", 242-B492 1 
Located in Bldg. 234 on Infantry Street. 
Children may not bring their own lunches. 
NURSERY SCHOOLS 
The Postgraduate School Nursery 
School offers morning or afternoon ses-
sions for preschool children: Tuesday and 
Thursday for 3 year olds; Monday-
\Vednesday-Friday for 4 year olds. For 
further information and reservations call 
Mrs. Boyd - 372-2255. 
The NALF N ursery School accepts chi l-
dren aged 2Yz-5. Three attendance pro-
grams are offered-two, three or five days 
per week. 0900-1230 daily. The school is 
open for children at 0745. School yea r and 
holidays coinc ide with those at the Post-
graduate School. For further information 
ca ll 1\trs. James Dudley - 394-8691. 
NAVY EXCHANGE 
~{ost facilities are located in Bldg. 301 
at the intersection o f Fifth Avenue, Lake 
Drive a nd Fleming Road, just in side the 
De l !o.tollte Avenue gate. Information and 
application regard ing Exchange Privilege 
Cards may be ob tained from the Navy Ex-
change Office or the Cashier. 
NAVY EXCHANGE DFFICE (Pho", 646-2576 1 
~tonday - Friday ...................... 0800-1630 
RETAIL STORE (Pho", 646-2054 1 
Tuesday-Saturday ............ .. 0930- 1630 
LAUNDRY, DRY CLEANING, TAILOR, 
AND COBBLER SHOPS (Pho", 646-226B I 
1fonday-Friday ....... 0745- 1645 
Satu rday ..... . ............ 0930- 1300 
BARBER SHOP 
~I onday- Friday ....... ........ ..... 0830-1700 
(No dependents 1100- 1300 1\1- F) 
Saturday ....................... 0900- 1300 
CASHIER 
Monday- Friday ...................... 0930- 1200 
1500- 1600 
Other exchange facilities at the Post-
graduate School are as follows: 
OUTDOOR SHOP 
is located in Bldg. 206 on Fifth Avenue 
and carries garden supplies and furniture, 
paints, hardware and sporting goods. 
Phone 646-2495. 
Tuesday-Satu rday ................ 0930- 1630 
SERVICE STATION 
is located on Fifth Avenue just off Sloat 
Avenue. It offe rs complete auto service 
and accessor ies, tune-ups, brakes, etc. Also 
soft drinks and beer. 
Monday-Saturday _ ............... 0800- 1700 
TOYLAND 
is loca ted in Bldg. 238, near the Fire Sta-
tion and Gym and is open from October 
until Christmas. 
Tuesday-Saturday ........... 0930- 1630 
MAIN CAFETERIA 
is located in basement of King Hall. Hot 
plates, sa lads, sandwiches and beverages 
are avai lable. Phone 646-2047. 
~fonday-Friday .......... .. .... ...... 0730- 1515 
SNACK BAR 
is located in Herrmann Hall, ballroom 
lev('l. hetween rear of ballroom and west 
wing, across from Photo Lab. 
~rollday- Friday ...................... 0700- 1515 
Exchange fac ilities in La Mesa V illage 
are located 011 Leahy Road at Sylvan 
Road, just north of Capehart Housing. 
LA MESA VILLAGE STDRE 
has a self-service sect ion and carries bread, 
milk , soft drinks, toiletries, etc. Phone 375-
09.19. 
~rol1day-Saturday ................. 1000-1800 
BEAUTY SHOP 




...... .. 0900- 1700 
................... 0900- 1600 
FORT ORD 
MAIN PX 
is located on 2nd Avenue next to the Cen-
tral Theater. Adult clothing and acces-
sor ies, cosmet ics, jewelry, watch repair 
and records a re ava ilable. Phone 242-2913. 
Monday-Friday ..................... 1000- 1900 
Saturday and Sunday ........... 0900- 1700 
HOME AND GARDEN SHOP 
is loca ted on 2nd Avenue next to the Bowl-
ing Alley. They carry such items as paint , 
hardware supplies, housewares, small elec-
trica l appliances and luggage. The hours 
are the same as the Main PX. Phone 242-
5034. 
TOT N' TEEN SHOP 
is loca ted on 9th Street at 2nd Avenue. It 
stocks children's clothing and shoes, toil-
etries, baby furniture and maternity 
clothes. The hours are the same as the 
Main PX. Phone 242-2439. 
TOYVILLE 
is located off 9th Street behind the hospi-
ta l and is s tocked all year. There you will 
also find outdoor supplies, patio furn iture 
and pet supplies. The hours are the same 
as the Main PX. Phone 242-4308. 
BEAUTY SHOP 
is located in Bldg. 2510 at 9th Street and 
3rd A venue. P hone 242-2650. 
PARTY SNACKS 
is located just inside the Main Gate behind 
the Service Station. Snacks, soft drinks 
and beer. 
Monday-Friday 
Saturday ..................... . 
Sunday ...... . 
........ 1100- 1730 
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ABOARD 
VILLAGE SHOP 
is located in the Service Station building 
on North-South Road at Gigling Road. 
Bread, milk, snacks, soft drinks and beer. 
Monday-Friday ... __ ...... __ ... ...... 1000-2100 
Saturday ...... ....... 0900-1830 
Sunday ................... ................... 0900-1700 
FLOWER NURSERY 
is located off 1st Street near the intersec-
tion with North South Road-watch fo r a 
small sign on right. I t has cut Aewers, dec-
orative plants, shrubs, trees and planter 
boxes. Phone 242-3985. 
Tuesday-Sunday ....... ............ 0930-1800 
PRESIDIO 
POST EXCHANGE 
is located on Pvt. Bolio Road (north boun-
dary of Presidio) which intersects Light-
house Avenue. It stocks adult clothing and 
accessories, cosmetics, records. bread, 
mi lk, soft drinks, beer and items for quick 
meals. Pho ne 242-8405. 
},,'(onday-Friday ..................... 0930- 1800 
Saturday and Sunday ............ 09()Q- 1700 
BEAUTY SHOP 
is located upstairs in Bldg. 228 (enter in 
rear ) on Ft. :Mervine Road next to the 
Service Station. Pho ne 242-8323. 
MEDICAL CARE 
The O ut-Patien t Clinic (Family Clinic) 
is located at NALF on the corner of 
Mitscher and O'Hare Streets. Phone 646-
2132 fo r appointments. 
Monday-Friday ..... .. ...... ........ 0800-1630 
After 1630 and until 0800 and o n Satur-
days, Sundays and holidays, phone 646-
2281. 
INOCULATIONS 
need no appointment. 
'Monday-Thursday .................... 0800-0930 
PETS 
The Post Animal Facility at Fort Ord 
gives inoculations to pets for a small fee . 
This faci lity is located in Bldg. 3144 o n 
the co rner of 9th Street and 5th Avenue 
(fourth building in ) . Phone 242-5757. 
Thursdays o nly ...................... 1300-1600 
OFFICERS' CLUBS 
The Commissioned Officers' Mess. 
Open, Naval Postgraduate School, sends 
out a monthly calendar of events. Reserva-
tio ns sho uld be made for dinner. Phone 
372-1339. 
\Vednesday-
Chef's Special Menu .......... 1830-2100 
Thursday-
Beefeater's Night .... .......... 1830-2100 
Friday-
Turf n' Surf ................... .... 1830-2 130 
Saturday-
Cher's Gourmet Dinner .... 1900-2200 
NPGSPACKAGESTORE 
is located on the cast side of H errmann 
Hall adjacent to Parking Lot "E". Beer, 
liquor, wine, mixers, cocktail snacks and 
bar accessories. Phone 646-2285. 
Monday-Saturday ................. . 1000-1700 
NALF PACKAGE STORE 
is located just inside the gate in the first 
bui lding to the left. Beer, mixers, liquo r 
and soft drinks. 
Monday ..... ...... .................... ..... 1400-1630 
Tuesday-Thursday _ .......... _ .... 1600-1800 
Fdday ...... .......... ................. ..... 1500-2000 
Saturday ............... ............... .... 1000-1700 
Dinner is served nightly at the Com-
missioned Officer s' Mess, Open. a t Fort 
Ord and at the Presidio. The Main Club 
at Fort Ord is located on 12th Street at 
2nd J\ ve. P hone 242-4323. 
The branch at the Presidio is on High 
Stree t just south of Kit Carson Road. 
Phone 242-8419. 
If there is anyth ing that the Area Hos-
tesses or 1 can do for you, please call on 
us. Please remind your husband to com-
plete the OWC check-in sl ip, even with a 
temporary address and to deposit it in the 
O\VC box in the Military Personnel Of-
fi ce. This is very important because it is 
the committee's on ly source of address 
information which enable us to contact 
you prior to the vVelcome Aboard coffees. 
I f you are not contacted soon after mov-
ing in, please call me. I shall look forward 
to greeting you personally at the Wel-
come Aboard coffees. Watch for the Janu-
ary pink flyer for further information COIl-
cerning the coffees. 
J eanene Cunningham 




Editor: Sue Chambers 
The October meeting of the NALF Of-
ficers \Vives Club was a Halloween lunch-
eon at the N ALF Officers Club. Hostesses 
were O live Kemp and Norma King. 
The ne w president, Olive Kemp ap-
pointed Jenny \ Vhite chairman of the com-
mittee to o rganize volunteers to wrap 
Chris tmas packages at the NALF ex-
change, a joint venture of the officers 
wives and the base enlisted wives clubs. 
Sue Chambers and Karen Spencer were 
asked to prepare the club's Thanksgiving 
basket for a needy family. Other projects 
were discussed, including a Christmas bas-
ket and the station Christmas party. 
A recent guest of Sue and Carl Cham-
bers was LCD R Robert S. Borden. Chap-
lain Borden was en route to his new as-






We stock Vogue, Simplicity, 
McCall 's and Butterick 
Patterns. 
The largest selection of domes-
tic and imported fabrics 
on the Peninsula. 
Upholstery and Drapery 
materials in Stock and 
on Order. 
- Two Stores 
1123 Fremont Blvd., Seaside 
Phone 375-5963 
21 5L Reservation Road, 
Marina Village Shopping 
Center 
Phone 384-7888 
Owned and operated by 
CDR Lee G. Mills, USN (Ret.) 
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IDqr Jrntratant Jrngram 
At the entrance to the Protestant 
Chapel a bronze plaque expresses the pur-
pose of the Chapel and its religious p.ro-
gram. Bearing the name of Rear Admlfal 
Herrmann it reads: "Now it is because 
we are aware of the importance and reality 
of things unseen, of faith in God, hope 
for tomorrow, and the love of all men, 
that we have set aside a portion of this 
building for religious worship. In that 
spirit . we dedicate this Chapel to the serv-
ice of God and the spiritual good of all 
who worship here." 
The Protestant Chapel is located in 
H ermmann Hall on the grounds of the 
Naval Postgraduate School. The Services 
of Divine Worship as well as the religious 
activities of the Chapel are open to all 
personnel, dependents and friends of the 
Navy. 
Cba pel SeT vices 
Divine Services arc held each Sunday at 
0930 and 3[ 1100 in the Herrmann Hall 
Chapel and Holy Communion is celebrated 
the first Sunday of each month. In the 
Chapel It the Naval Aux~liary ~and.ing 
Field a family Vesper Service of inspira-
tional hymn-singing and fellowship is held 
at 1900 each Sunday. 
During the Christmas and Easter Sea-
son of the year Services and special pro-
grams arc held in the main ballroom of 
Herrmann Hall with a magnificent 
Christmas Eve presentation by the Chapel 
Choir. Each Sunday the choir of 30 voices 
sings for both Services. Rehearsals are held 
on Wednesday evening at 1900 in the 
Chapel. All interested participants are 
welcome to join. The Child Care Center 
is available without charge during Sun-
day Service and choir rehearsals each week. 
Sunday School 
The Sunday School in the East Wing 
of Herrmann Hall is onc of the largest 
in the Navy with over 500 students in 
weekly attendance. Two sessions are con-
duce-cd each Sunday concurrently with the 
Chapel ~rvices at 0930 and 1100, and 
registration of children may be made on 
Sunday during either hour. Because of 
the size of the school, a staff of more than 
60 assic:tanu and teachers is always re-
quired. Volunteers for teaching, ac~om­
panying or administrative work for either 
hour are always welcome. The>: are ~e­
quested to contact the Assistant In Chns-
tion Education in the Chaplain's Office. 
Womtn's Guild 
The Protestant Women of the Chapel 
meet in the Tower Room of Herrmann 
Hall the first Thursday of each month for 
meetings of varied religious programs. The 
Guild, moreover, through its many com-
mittees. oversees the numerous facets of 
the Chapel Program which require the 
"Lady's Touch" such as attending to the 
chapel flowers and linens, the early 
Communion preparation, and altar needs. 
The organization sponsors annually, on 
Palm Sunday afternoon for the Postgr~d­
uate School and the civilian commuOlty, 
the presentation of Handel's "Messiah" by 
the Monterey County Symphony Orches-
tra and Peninsula Choral Society. In ad-
dition many activities are carried on 
jointly with other Christ~a~ gro~p.s in the 
Monterey area in local CIVIC religious af -
fairs. 
Youth Programs 
Two very active programs for young 
people meet each Sunday ev~ning at IS3?: 
The Senior Youth Fellowship for those 10 
High School and Junior College, and the 
Junior Youth Fellowship for those In 
Junior High. Both groups arc under the 
excellent leadership of student officers 
and programs of vital Christian import 
are held each Sunday evening. The Senior 
Fellowship sponsors projects and activities 
in support of a Korean Orphan. Th.c ]u"':'--
ior Fellowship is extremely acttve tn 
Chapel and community affairs ~ncourag­
ing a sense of service and commltment to 
the Christian Faith. 
Special Programs 
There are many other programs of t he 
Protestant Chapel which are regularly 
maintained or are of seasonal nature: 
An informal Prayer Breakfast for staff 
and officer students meets each Wednes-
day at 0700·0751 in the Officers' Closed 
Mess. 
The Officers' CiHistian Union meets 
each Friday evening at 2000 in a home for 
study and fellowship. 
Special religious activities are held dur-
ing the seasons of Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, Lent and Easter. 
In all of the Chapel activities and pro-
grams, we desire the Protesta nt Chapel to 
be a friendly household of faith, a school 
for Christian Character, a center of help-
ful serv ice, a force of spiritual righteous-
ness, a power for God in the world, and 
an unfailing source of strength and in-
spiration to all who enter the chapel doors. 
PROTESTANT WOMEN OF 
THE CHAPEL 
MRS. JOHN STERLING .". ___ .372·3848 
ALTAR CHA IRMAN 
Mrs. Flora Jean Lloyd _"_"._,,. 375·0984 
HOSTESS CHA IRMAN 
Mrs. Jackie Meeks "" .. _." __ ,,. ___ 372-0828 
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Rosalie Davis ............. 375-2035 
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Bette McKinlay ""_"",,.,,37}-H91 
MISSIONS CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Jan Backman """"" __ ,,,, 372·5}} 1 
FLOWER CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Loraine Wright __________ 375-0528 
MUSIC CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Marvel Graham ""_" ___ ",,J72·0289 
BIBLE STUDY CHAIRMAN 
Mrs. Sallie Carlson _._ .. " .. _." .. _375·0 H 7 
CHAPEL CHOIR 
Mr. Dick Sheere _"."" ____ ._,,._._ 372·5909 
OFFICER'S CHRISTIAN UN ION 
LT Calvin Dunlap, USN __ " .. 624-837 1 
SENIOR YOUTH GROUP 
LCDR John Sterling, USN __ ,, 372·3848 
JUN IOR YOUTH GROUP 
Major William Bond, USMC, 394·5264 
LT Don Houk, USN ... ___ . __ " .394·J2 19 
SUNDA Y SCHOOL 
Mrs. John Duffin . _____ ."" ...... _624-2367 
USHER 
LCDR Art Widder, USN _ .. 37}·3857 
• 
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The Catholic Chapel Guild of the 
Naval Postgraduate School extends warm-
est personal greetings to all readers of 
Classmate, and a particular welcome to 
new students, staff, faculty and their fam-
ilies. We want you to know that we are 
here to serve you in any way we can. 
Our Sunday schedule begins at NALF 
with a 0730 Mass in the Chapel near the 
Adminiscration Building. On the School 
campus our Chapel is located in Powers 
Hall between the Navy Exchange and the 
swimming pool. Sunday Masses here are 
scheduled at 0900 and 1100. A free nur-
sery is available for children under 3 years 
of age during both of these Masses. 
Sunday School for 3, 4 and 5 year old 
children is taught during the 0900 Mass. 
Between Masses we enjoy coffee and 
doughnuts on the porch and lawn adjoin-
ing the Chapel. Sunday Mass in our parish 
is really a family affai.r, and we enjoy a 
full attendance. Daily Mass at 1215 is also 
well attended, and we hope you will be 
able to participate in this often. 
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine 
c1asses are held at the Community Center 
in La Mesa Village on the first and third 
Saturd:lYs of each month for grades 1 
through 7. Our Catholic Teen C lub meets 
i~ Powers Hall at 7 :3 0 on Sunday eve-
mngs. 
This is a "do it yourself" parish with 
everyone participating. This last school 
year a total of 363 of our people actively 
served on one or more of our committees. 
The success of our program depends on 
volunteer work, so we do need your help. 
Our Catholic Guild is not really an organ-
ization. It isn't something you join. It is 
simply an association of people who wor-
ship here and do their part. We are in the 
process of reorganizing our twenty com-
mittees. 
We have one commissioned chaplain, 
Capt. Francis J. Fitzpatrick, CHC, USN. 
Father Fitzpatrick's office is in the Admin-
istration Building, Herrmann Hall, on the 
main floor near the quarterdeck. The tele-
THE CLASSMATE 
phone number is 642-2242. Father tries 
to be available in the office or chapel most 
of the time. In case you can' t reach him, 
you may leave a message with his secre-
lary. 
We also have a civilian priest who serves 
as Religious Education Director, and as-
sists the Chaplain on a regular basis. He 
is Father Thomas Kieffer of the Oratorian 
Community. Father Kieffer has a Masters 
degree in education and counseling. He 
may be reached through the Chaplain's 
Office. 
Miss Mary Jean Owens is the secretary 
in the Chaplain's Office. She keeps track of 
the priests and will relay messages. She 
also has a ready source of information con-
cerning schedules, policies and programs, 
so you may ask her to assist you. 
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We are ceruin that you will enjoy our 
parish and we shall enjoy having you to 
work with us in the Worship of God and 
in service to our people. A thousand wel-
comes and God's blessing to you. 
C'+-!l 
La Mesa PTA 
The La 1fesa Parents-Teachers As-
socia tion met in the La Mesa School, Oct. 
17, 1967, for a panel discussion titled 
"Sense and Nonsense About Discipline." 
Guest panelists were Mrs. Helen vValker, 
~frs. \Valter Spear, Mr. Robert Henning, 
1fr. Edward Benton, a nd The Honorable 
Eugene Harrah. 11r. Svend E. Nielson, 
La Mesa School principal, was commen-
tator for the panel. 
At the November meeting, Miss 1·l er-
line Fisher, La Mesa School nurse, pre-
sented an interesting talk regarding the 
child ren's he.lIth program in the school. 
Following the program, refreshments were 
se rved by the hospitality committee, 
headed by Mrs. Bud Keirn. 
The PTA president, Mrs. Peter T. 
Smith, announced there will be a regular 
meeting during the month of December 
in lieu of the children's Christmas pro-
gram . 
- Barbara Akers 
BETTY BRICKMAN SHOP 
Knit Coats and sweaters, By Sakri. 
Lesl ie Fay Dresses and other Name Brands. 
Gossard Artemis lingerie and Robes, linda Hostess Gowns. 
Bankamericard and Master Charge 
195 West Franklin Street 372-4424 
Experts in Hair Styling and Color 
645 CANNERY ROW 
MONTEREY 
Phone 372-6488 
9 DELFINO PLACE 
CARMEL VALLEY 
Phone 659-4548 
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The racecourse is gone, so is the polo 
field and the steeplechase course. But the 
lav ish swimming pool, the aromatic pines, 
a nd some of the 126 acres of gardens st ill 
surround the baronial },fediterranean villa 
which Europeans and even out-of-towners 
have a hard time believing is a school. 
\Vhen M r. ).[yrick, head ga rdener of the 
1\'a"al Postgraduate School grounds, first 
arrived at his present post on September 
1. 1950, the !'\avy had been in occupance 
of the old Del Monte Hotel for two years, 
and being on a budget, had chopped down 
some of the trees, made inroads into the 
plantings and shrubhery, and reduced the 
size of the lavish gardens. }..Ir. Myrick was 
given charge of the care and feeding of 
833 acres, a budget. and a crew of main-
tenance men. From that time to the pres-
ent, what had started as a nodding ac-
quaintance blossomed into a personal in-
terest and concern for almost every plant 
specimen on the grounds. He will point 
out to you where the four Monkey Puzzle 
trees (Auaucaria) are located on the 
g rounds, and speak with pride of the 20-
foot-high Century plants in the cactus 
garden at the end of the putting green 
ncar Quarters K. He can Ilame off faster 
than you can count on fingers and toes the 
myriad varieties of Monterey pine, coast 
live oak, redwood, cypress, eucalyptus, 
cedar, tree ferns, hawthornes, tobacco 
plants, olive trees, weeping elm, copper 
beech, acacia and maidenhair tree. He'll 
also point out that the heautiful flowering 
A bi rd's eye view shows. the old Del Monte Hotel gardens and grounds, now the Postgraduate School. 
cherry trees were contributed to the school 
by its Japanese students. 
The school grounds are often toured, 
not on ly by visitors to the Peninsula, but 
IN MONTEREY COUNTY IT'S • .. 
I N MONTEREY -620 Del Monte Center 
Phone 373-0928 
• IN SALI NAS-l 0 Kathe rine Avenue 
Phone 424-2861 
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PRIVATE BABY NEWS CHARGE 
YES-LAYAWAYS 
RENTALS--Scales. Po rta Cribs. Stro llers, Buggys 
" WE DELIVER EVERYTHI NG BUT THE BABY" 
botanical classes from Monterey Penin sula 
College and local high schools. 
If you are one who loves to root around 
in warm black earth, or who looks upon 
each tiny new leaf on a growing seedling 
as a pe rsonal triumph, then yo u would 
have been interested, as 1 was, in Mr. 
}..fyrick's description of the care of the 
forma l gardens at the west and cast e n ~ 
trances of Herrmann Hall. He likes to 
correlate the beds with the numerous 
fu nctions at the college. and thus ( trying 
not to appear too nosy, he says ) attempts 
to keep posted all coming events. The 
Fourth of July festivities brought forth a 
planting of red, w hite and blue petunias 
in the \Vesl sunken garden. T hey're still 
there and wi ll ho ld alit, he hopes, for a 
while longer. Tn the East center garden, 
he has planted frag rant white stock, while 
the four corner beds are in mixed calen-
dulas, which will b loom their cheery 
o range, yellow and apricot heads off thi s 
winter. 
It takes 24 men, starting at one end of 
the grounds on Monday to work through 
the 833 acres by Friday. There arc two 
miles of hedges, nine feet high and seven 
feet across down by the pool to be clipped, 
and three miles o f lawn to be mowed. 1t 
takes over seven tOilS of manure and fer-
tilizer yea rly to feed everythin g, and we 
didn't even get to the ga llons of water it 
must take during the nOll- rain y season . 
• 
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We turned our attention from AOTa to 
fauna for a moment as Mr. Myrick filled 
me in on the duck, geese and swan popu-
lation down at the pond. 
"I'd always hinted for swans, but it 
was Admiral O'Donnell who finally saw 
to them," he said. The original two pair of 
swans got along just fine and somebody 
had two fuzzy babies, which unfortunately 
lived only two months and then were 
found dead. 
"One of the original pair of adults died 
and the other was killed by a varmint, so 
we've replaced them." Mr. Myrick smiled 
when I suggested that the old gander at 
the pond has a reputation for his hard-
nosed policy toward visitors . 
"That's because of the nests," he says. 
He also pointed out that the pond is on 
the flyway route of migrating ducks who 
stop off for a little rest and relaxation. 
As I drove away from Mr. Myrick's of-
fice in the far corner of the grounds, I 
made a detour past the Century plants in 
the cactus garden and looked with new ap-
Abundant ground cover and stately towers of 
trees make the sett ing for class buildings. 
preclatlon at the landscaping around the 
engineering building which Mr. Myrick 
designed himself. I also stopped off at one 
of the beautiful, twisted Monkey Puzzle 
trees and marveled at its 100-year-old 
grace. For those of you who are taking 
leave of the school soon, as well as the 
newcomers, I would suggest a thoroughly 
rewarding afternoon stroll of our school 
grounds. Share in the color and history of 
Mr. Myrick's well-tended gardens. drink 
m the sun-dappled (o r fog-shrouded) 
beauty of the shade ferns and exot ic 
shrubbery, and just be careful not to get 
too close to that old gander while you're 
admiring the pond. -Simone Ostrander 
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Nurse, Marine, Wave Beauty 
Part I I 
This is the suond of two articles dis-
cussing the women students, six in all, 
wbo grace lb. Posl-Grad"ate School cam-
pus. 
A nurse, a wave, and a lady marine. 
Outwardly, and inwardly, these three 
women are as unique as they could possi-
bly be. None is a sterotype. None is frivo-
lous or non-committed. All three are in-
tense and interesting people. It begins to 
make sense that there are many flowers in 
the. human garden, if I am permitted such 
a remark. Here are three whose worth is 
more than mere decoration. 
Margaret Donoghue 
Commander-select Margaret Donoghue 
is a woman of such stature that I can 
hardly · do her justice. She has spent many 
years as a nurse. Dedication to such a 
cause has molded a personality of warmth 
and understanding. Even a few hours of 
conversation with her are enough to give 
one a glimpse of her depth. 
No flippant co-ed, Maggie Donoghue's 
pleasant sun-browned face is framed with 
grey-touched hair. Her eyes are extraor-
dinarily expressive, giving one the im-
pression that she is most interested in her 
surroundings. She is very tall and moves 
with a well-coordinated, confident stride. 
She is the sort of a woman you would pour 
out your troubles to after you had known 
her for five minutes, at once one's mother 
and one's contemporary. 
• Look For the Flickerirr.g Gasligh.l-
Behind lite Park 
LCDR Margaret Donoghue prepares to sink an-
other winner. 
Maggie, who laughs about her nick-
name ("My dad always said it reminded 
him of an Irish washerwoman!") is a stu-
dent in Management. She is the ninth 
navy nurse to go through this program, 
requested it, and is glad to be here, de-
~~ 
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spite occasional boredom with the books, 
a now and then urge to "get back to 
work." She finds some of her courses fas-
cinating, others difficult, requiring her to 
reach just a bit too far back into her 
school-book years. 
Maggie went to Incarnate Word Col-
lege in San Antonio, Texas, and did grad-
uate work at the University of Texas. She 
worked severa l years as a civilian nurse 
in many hospitals, especially in the field 
of her specialty, psychiatric nursing. Mag-
gie chose this field because it is never rou-
tine, as nursing sometimes can be in other 
areas. She has also worked in rehabilita-
tion, especially with polio-crippled chil-
dren . 
Her work in a veteran's hospita l led her 
to seek a navy career, thinking she might 
"help some of these fellows before they 
get to the veteran stage." 
She came to the Navy nine years ago as 
a lieutenant and has been happy in her 
role. She has many good words for the 
navy's medical service. Her most recent 
tour was at Oakland's Naval Hospital 
where she helped to train the corpsmen 
and corps waves. She told me smilingly 
about one of her best workers. 
"He was a huge fellow, tattooed from 
wrists to shoulders, yet so tender and 
careful with the tiny new-borns. We get 
so many good boys in hospital work." 
Maggie has enjoyed duty in Philadel-
phia, in Japan at the hospital in Yokosurka, 
and in Oakland. Her duty in Japan left 
her with time to play golf. She plays to an 
excellent 15 handicap and has an impres-
sive collection of trophies to attest to her 
ability. She is also a bowler, and a collec-
tor of Japanese art. Her block prints and 
temple rubbings enhance her tastefully 
furnished apartment. She showed me an 
enchanting collection of netscltes, tiny 
hand-carved figures of bone or ivory which 
se rve as ornaments for the obi of the Jap-
anese formal costume. 
Maggie's furnishings show a preference 
for natural hues and wood-tones which 
seem to match her open, rich personality. 
Her apartment sparkled with polished 
glassware, and smelled of good coffee. A 
new \¥all Street Journal lay on the couch. 
But Maggie disclaimed any big interest 
in the world of finance. 
""Vhat I really care about are people 
and what makes them tick," she told me. 
Maggie's work at the Postgraduate 
School will prepare her for administrat ive 
work in the nurse corps. I have no doubt 
that her future in the navy will sky-rocket. 
But though she is probably destined to 
go to some large installation as an admin-
istratQr, Margaret Donoghue would like 
to go to Vietnam. She thinks direct aid to 
• 
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Among the Beasts us by batting at my pencil as I wrote, play-fully biting the bows on my shoes, and he filled the air with the tinkling of be ll s, 
shaking hi s fancy collar as he pounced 
and leapt. combat casualties would be the ultimate 
service. 
(The Navy sent Maggie here, she told mc, 
to "learn to work with people." After 
twenty-five years of nursing, she has long 
ago mastered that skill. I feel it a privi-
lege to have shared an afternoon with her. 
Captain Judith Davenport, USMC 
I'd never met a lady Marine. I knocked 
on what I thought was the right door to 
be greeted by a young and pretty girl with 
a fetching freckled face who held a bright-
eyed tiger kitten in her arms. Am I at the 
right place, I wondered? 
Sure enough. The youthfu l lady Quickly 
identified herself as Captain Judy Daven-
port, and the frolicking kitty turned Qut 
to be her pal, Snoopy. 
I soon discovered that though she might 
look like the teen-ager next door, Judy 
Davenport is an officer and a lady. 
She is a student in Mathematics, and 
soon will be working in Operat ions Analy-
sis. The first lady marine to study at the 
Post Graduate School, ("I'm sort of a 
guinea pig," she said). Judy comes with a 
solid background. She is a 1963 graduate 
of New York State Universit y ( Harpur 
College) where she won a degree in math. 
She is from Syracuse, New York. 
Judy joined the Marine ROTC pro-
gram as a sophomore a nd since her gradu-
ation and commission, has worked at sev-
eral different schools. Most of the school-
ing has been in data processing and com-
puter work. She has been with the Army, 
the Air Force, and now, the Navy. 
But, she has that classic marine esprit 
de corps. When I asked her about her duty 
at Headqua rter s in Washington, her most 
recent tour, wondering if it was in con-
nection with the navy, she informed me 
adamantly that it was strictly marine duty 
and that the marines are not a part of the 
navy. 
The women Marines are not a separate 
organization, but part of the Marines. The 
officers operate under the same office, dif-
fering on ly in promotional laws. I'll bet 
there is hardly a you nger cap tain any-
where. There are only two-hundred lady 
marine officer s. They work mostly in ad-
ministration, aviation ground control, in -
telligence and data processing. 
Judy will be a statistician when she 
leaves here. She told me in specific terms 
what her job would entail, and a little of 
how the data processing systems work for 
the marines. 
P resenting a typical hypothetica l work-
day s ituation, she suggested that the Of-
fice of the Secretary of Defense might 
send over a request to Marine Headquar-
ters wanting to know specific figures on 
casualt ies in a certain month, how many 
killed, how many wounded, what had been 
the causes of death, combat or accidents, 
etc. Judy's job would be to devise a system 
o f computed programming that would in-
s tantly break down this informatio n and 
presen t accurate and immediate answers 
on request. 
I include thi s, thinking that many of us 
do not know what applications the mili-
tary make of computers or why girls like 
J udy are trained to do this work. I hope 
this one brief example might make it 
clearer. 
The relatively new field of data process-
ing is a fa sc inating one and Judy feels 
that it offers much opportunity to women, 
in and out of the military. 
"Fo r some reason," said Judy, "There 
isn't as much prejudice against women 
working in data processing as in many re-
lated fields." 
After her schooling here is complete, 
Judy will be the women marine's foremost 
educated data processor. She seems ve ry 
young for such an achievement. I think her 
timing is excellent and I have no doubt 
that her brisk, forward-moving manner 
serves her well. 
Judy's days and nights are filled with 
studying. She regrets not having free 
hours to swim and to walk with her 
friends, but she likes school, and enjoys 
her courses. She was about to move into 
a new apartment in Pacific Grove when I 
talked with her. 
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When I said good-bye to Judy, I still 
found it hard to imagine this sl ip of a 
girl, petite in a frilly white blouse and 
trim blue sk irt , as a clear-headed mathe-
matician, and a capta in in the Uni ted 
S tates Marines. 
As I walked out to the car, I tho ught I 
heard her whistling behind me, "From the 
Halls of Montezuma to the ... " 
Lieutenant Janet Hersley 
Jan Hersley lives by the sea. She is a 
slim, vivacious brunette with a rippling 
laugh and a sp irited manner who loves 
life and all it has to offer. 
Just now, it seems to offer quite a good 
deal to Janet H ersley. 
The view out her liv ing room window, 
and from the table where she studies is 
dazzling. There are graceful cypress trees 
and wind-sculptured rocks. and a sun-
diamonded mist from the rushing surf 
highlights it all. The rhythm of the waves 
makes the peace a heavy one, an atmos-
phere made for study and contemplation. 
And study Janet does. She loves school. 
She is a BA student and talks with bub-
bling enthusiasm of her courses, her teach-
ers, the good fortune of being here. 
A large part of her enjoyment comes 
from the fact that getting her degree has 
been a goal for some time. She had been 
flitting from one communications billet to 
another over the past few years, hoping 
the orders here. 
(Coll tinued on Pa~e 36) 
850 Park Ave. -375-3747 
Near intersection Aguajito Road 
and Fremont Blvd. 
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(Continued from Page 35) 
\\'e talked about her decision to become 
a \Va\'e in the first place, quite an unusual 
a wave in the first place, quite an unusual 
thing to do back in Idaho Falls. 
"I almost backed o ut at the last minute," 
she laughed . "But I'd told everyonc I was 
going, so I went. \Vhen we were recruits 
they told us we would have to prove our-
sekes worthy of thc United States Navy 
or we 'd get sent home, a nd that was all 
t he incentive I eve r needed." 
janet has fourteen years in the Navy. 
She waS an enlisted \Vave for six years 
before she went to OCS. She worked as a 
radioman at Long Beach, and with her con-
tagious laugh, assured me that that was 
a tillle of st range experiences, but they 
were "classified." 
" I' ve ne ver been sorry I joined," said 
janet, "not even for a minu te, a nd though 
I'm clQsc to my parents, l've never been 
homesick o r had duty anywhere that I 
didn't like it." 
This is typical of jan's outlook. She has 
a wonderfully refreshing attitude. 
On being a female in a male Kavy: 
"It's great! \Ve enjoy the respect af-
forded an officer and also the respect due 
a \\'onlan." 
janet lives among a wonderful collec-
tion of books and she loves to read. There 
are all kinds of books, many bound in rich 
leather and trimmed in gold. There is even 
a book of names for Siamese cats. Kim-
Sua's nallle came from the book. Kim-Sua 
is a lovely, svelte male S iamese cat who 
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L T Jan Hersley walks on one of her favorite 
beaches. 
spends most of his hours on a bench by 
the window overlooking the sea. Some 
li fe. janet loves ca ts, especially Siamese. 
Kim-Sua is a cheri shed friend. 
Janet's life is busy. She does regre t 
being unable to sk in dive here, a spor t she 
enjoyed in H a waii when she had duty 
there . She spoke fondly of excursions off 
the tropical beac hes, and the beauty under 
the sea. The house where she lives is also 
the home of three other bachelor g irls. It 
is a favorite spot for parties and the place 
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frequently jumps with music from the 
girls' dive rse record collect ion. 
janet's s is ter, judy lives in Monterey 
now. The girls get together frequently, 
and enjoy occasional visits from the fo lks 
from Idaho. 
She loves to cook and can put together 
expertly a delicacy like Sukiyaki, or some 
Hawa iia n or :Mexican dish. H er specialty 
is Sashimi, the japanese raw fi sh t reat 
which she marinates in lemon juice and 
soy sauce, then serves with a spec ial Chi-
nese mustard. 
Janet s lipped on some sandals which 
complim ented her colorful geometric-pat-
terned dress. She wore bright pink dangl-
ing earrings w hich bobbed as she talked 
to me. She walked with agility down the 
wooden s teps towards the beach and I had 
to hurry to keep up with her. \"le watched 
the sand pipers step here and there among 
the sea weed. S igh ing, janet admitted that 
the house would be hard to leave when 
duty here was over. 
S he has no idea what is in store for her, 
though she would love to be an admiral's 
aide. T hat would seem to be a good job 
{or a n attractive, v ivacious, yet responsible 
gi rl like j a neL 
She is good to be with. Her life is full 
and it makes he r happy. We wish her good 
fortune . -Rita W ack 
c+.!l 
Submarine Wives 
Gretchen's presented an evening style 
show for the submarine and marine wives 
in the La Novia Room of the Naval Post-
graduate School Office rs ' Club in Octo-
her. C hri stine Moore, fashion co-ordina-
tor and commentator of the show, pre-
sented ladies fashions fo r all occasions 
ranging from lounge wear to fo rmal eve-
ni ng atti re. The stunning fashions were 
m odeled by Bobbi Breckenridge, Bar-
hara Newman, Elaine Boland, Ruth 
Brown, and 1hrlene Chavoya. Charlotte 
Good win, Carol Roberts, and Sandra Ko-
lodziej were hostesses of th is delightful 
affair. 
I n November, the Submariners and 
their ladies donned their Aloha shirts and 
muu muu's for a gala Hawaiian Luau 
at the N A LF Office rs ' Club. Authentic 
Hawaiian decor, food, drink , and enter-
ta inment, provided the festivities fo r an 
enjoyable evening. Many thanks were ex-
tended to Roger Onorati , submarine so-
cia l chairman, fo r p la nning the party. 
T he Shutters was the se tting of a 
luncheon, Nov. 14, 1967, hostessed by 
Bobbie 1-I cFarland, joan Webster , and 
Gay Weir. Leo Copper, the restaurant's 
owner-chef a nd accomplished gourmet 
cook, presented an interesting talk about 
gourmet cooking sk ill s. 
- Barbara Akers 
• 
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The Serviue Wife 
A service wife is mostly girl. But there 
are times, such as when her husband is 
away and she is mowing the lawn or fixing 
a flat tire on a youngster's bike. that she 
begins to suspect she is also boy. 
She usually comes in three sizes: petite, 
plump, and pregnant. During the early 
years of her marriage it is often hard to 
determine which size is her normal one. 
he has babies all over the world and 
measures time in terms of places as other 
women do in years. "It was at Leaven-
worth that we all had the mumps ... in 
Tokyo, Dan was promoted ... " 
At least one of her babies was born or 
a transfer was accomplished while she 
was alone. This causes her to suspect a 
secret pact between her husband and the 
service, providing for a man to be over-
seas o r o n temporary duty at limes such 
as these. 
A service wife is international. She may 
be an Iowa farm girl, a French mademoi-
selle, Japanese doll, or ex-nurse. 'Vhen 
discussing service problems, they all 
speak the same language. 
She has be a great actress. To heart-
broken ch ildren at transfer time, she g ives 
an Academy Award performance! "Ari-
zona is going to be such fun! I hear they 
have Indian reservat ions. . and tarantu-
las ... and ratt lesnakes." 
But her heart is breaking with theirs. 
She wonder~ if this i .. worth tht' !'3cri-
fice. 
H she dislikes money, it helps. 
An ideal service wife has the patience of 
an angel, the flexibility of putty, the wis-
dom of a scholar and the stamina of a 
horse. 
She is sentimenta l, carrying her mem-
ories with her in an old footlocker. 
One might say she is a bigamist, shar-
ing her husband with a demanding entity 
called "duty." 'Vhen duty calls, she be-
comes No. 2 wife. Until she accepts this 
fact, her life can be miserable. 
She is, above all, a wOlllan who mar-
ried a serviceman who offered her the 
permanency of a gypsy, the miseries of 
loneliness, the frustration of conformity 
and the security of love. 
Sitting among her packing boxes with 
squabbling chi ldren nearby, she is some-
times willing to chuck it all ... until she 
hears the firm step and cheerfu l voice of 
that lug who gave her all this. 
Then she is happy to be ... His Service 
Wife. 
Courtesy 
- Vietnam Observer 
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Advisor Mrs. W. H. livingston and Jeanne Dor-
sey greet International Tea guests. 
-----.---. 
Jackie Willimon opened her Pacific Grove home 
fo r the Oc tober event 
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Thelma Jean Passmore and Ensign 
Terrill Jay ""endt were married Satur-
day, August 26, at the P resbyterian 
Church in Brady, Texas. 
Karen M. McLinden and Ensign 
Harold \Villiam Hickman, Jr ., were mar-
ried Saturday, September 23, at the North 
Island Chapel in Coronado, Calif. 
Patricia Marie Caprino and 2LT John 
Alexander Kieffer were married Saturday, 
November 4, at St. Mary's in Patterson, 
New Jersey. 
Mary Lou :McCarthy and LCDR Rich-
ard Donnegan were married on June 3rd 
in the Protestant Chapel at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Following the cere-
mony a champagne reception was held in 
the La Novia Terrace Room. 
Kari Meland of Norway tries some punch 
Photos by Jacque Yeske 
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Leotites and Leo Shirts. 
Sandals by " EI Greco." 
The Dancer's Cobbler Since 1887 
Page Thirty·Eight 
Where else can you go but Carmel to 
see hundreds of people with nothing better 
to do but build castles in the sand ? Where 
else would nearly two thousand others 
come just to watch thees edifices emerge 
out of sand, seaweed, kelp, water and 
imagination? 
On Sunday, October I, the annual Great 
Sand Castle Contest was held at Carmel 
Beach. There were two categories, Novice 
Sand Pile, and Advanced Sand Box. There 
were 319 official entries. Forty awards 
were made, all of them to deserving, hard-
charging workers whose Sunday was given 
up unselfishly for this important work. 
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The beach was a mass of humanity. Peo-
ple flocked from all over to witness the 
artistry. There were potbellied executives 
with cigarette holders and wives in chic 
sun hats carrying coiffed poodles, over 
from Pebble Beach. There were hippies 
in I ndian clothes and other . . . er ... 
costumes, laughing around great jugs of 
vino, up from Big Sur. There were young 
couples with babies and young couples 
without babies, over from La :Mesa. There 
were hundreds of kids, kicking over tur-
rets and fortre ss walls amid ohs and ahs 
and look outs! There were teen agers by 
the dozen, golden-skinned long-haired and 
giggly. There were dogs and horses and 
even a goat on a leash who wanted to go 
home. 
Some castles wert> e)l'otlC and imagina tive. 
The more ambitious architects began at 
sun·up. Some creations showed signs of 
real talent ano / oT cncie;lvor. They . 
have graced a museum had their composi-
tion been more durable. Some novice cas-
tles were sl ightly lopsided and ordinary, 
like the one you made for your children 
the last time you took them to the beach. 
but everyone was having fun. 
The early morning was gloomy, without 
much promise, but by noon the sun found 
its way through. The day was bright and 
perfect. The surf was high and many lit-
tle workers soon forsook their labor for 
Burt L. Richards 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Li fe Insurance 
Group Insurance · Annuities 
Health Insurance· Pension Plans 
555 Abrego St reet Monte rey, Cal i lo rn ia 
Office: 375-265 1, Residence: 624-3 163 
Photos by Rita Wack 
\Ve walked around and watched the 
judging. It was a serious business, made 
after much consultation of notebooks and 
animated discussion by the group of archi· 
tects and artists, designers and engineers 
who were the officials. They seemed to 
enjoy the task, and strode around import· 
antly, sporting green ribbons, presenting 
the wards with gusto, and hand-shaking 
cnn~ratulation s. 
A smiling Buddha relaxed as he got the finishing 
touch. 
Photographers lurked everywhere, for 
the sunny day was made for taking pic-
tures . A favorite spot for shutter-snapping 
was the site of Irving, a two-headed dino-
saur. His name alone provoked great mirth. 
The prize-winning reptile was the work of 
a bevy of Car mel High School beaut ies, 
beam ing and bikinicd. A lot of film was 
exposed around I rving as the girls SCUT-
• 
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Dartmouth Graduates! 
The local Dartmouth Alumni group 
seeks knowledge of any Dartmouth grad-
uates attending or teaching at the Navy 
School. Assistance is sought in liaison, 
enrollment and interviewing of local high 
school students interested in attending 
Dartmouth. Your experience with con-
tract or regular Navy ROTC programs is 
especially valuable to inquiring high school 
students. Please contact :Mark I. Starr '55 
at 373-2636 or 659-2825. 
Two youngsters, Richard and Steven, were ready to race in their sand car creation Grand Prix. 
ried about, putting finishing touches here 
and there. 
My favor ite was the \,yaman in the Tub. 
She was lov ingly brought to life by a pair 
of Berkeley students, Alan Eaker and Pete 
P hill ips. Alan admitted that he was an 
art student, hut discla imed any advantage. 
"Sculpture is not my bag, see. I'm a ce-
ramics man." 
I honestly heard one small onlooker say 
to his mother, "That looks just like the 
lady in the art book you won't let me look 
at I" 
When it was over and the crowds had 
trampled all but t he prize-winners and 
pa r ts of them as we ll, a few diehards 
s tayed behind, wondering what went 
The woman in the tub with the seaweed hairdo 
was a popular favorite. 
wrong, hoping for a last minute considera-
tion, or perhaps mulling over next year's 
design. There would be another chance. 
The dogs and the horses and the goat 
and the people slowly wandered off. There 
was a huge traffic jam, for everyone was 
suddenly in a hurry. 
Forty proud sun-burned builders went 
home with prizes. One man, Fred Nolan, 
walked away whistling, a golden shovel 
over his shoulder. T hat was the grand 
prize. 
It was a good day. - R ita Wack 
Urban renewal, 2CXX) A.D., was an ambitious proj-
ec t and timely too. 
SEASIDE 
N 0 R G E 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING VILLAGE 
· 
COIN-OP WASHERS 1 HOUR CUSTOM 
· 
COIN-OP DRY CLEANING DRY CLEANING SERVICE MACHINES OON E IN OUR OWN PLANT 
· 
ATTENDANT TO ASSIST YOU 
· 
SHI RTS - FATIGUES Expert Pressing - Licensed Operator 
· 
FLUFF 'N FOLD SERVICE Uniforms a Specialty 
394-9824 Weekdays 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. S.1It. & Sun, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
1876 Fremont Blvd. at La Salle St. 
-
Seaside 
PIPER Certified Ladies CAN fly 
sales and service Join your husbands. Special day 
~ - Jr/ or night ground school fo r military dependents. F.A.A. APPROVED FLIGHT ~ AND GROUND SCHOOL 
MONARCH AVIATION INC. 
MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT 
CHARTER 373-320 I RENTAL 
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On t~~ '"lntunatlonal Sc~n¢ ~uakr itt illararaa 
Two Venezuelan Navy wives who have 
just recently arrived here shudder w hen 
they recall the thundering earthquake 
they experienced in Caracas this past Ju ly. 
More than 200 people were killed and 
large downtown buildings cracked apart 
during the deafening tremble that lasted 
only 14 seconds. 
Luisa Rodriguez remembers the walls 
in her house began to open suddenly, and 
it .seemed her floors were "rolling." S he 
grabbed her two small children, Luis, 3, 
and Leonardo, t, and dashed outside. But 
where do you ~o to get away from an 
('arthquakf' ? 
From left, Teresa Tabord, Aida Lara and Luisa 
RcxJriguez 
The st reet looked as though it were 
taking big, deep brea ths. T hen, as sud-
denly as it had begun, the tremor quieted. 
But it had been the longest 14 seconds 
Caracas had yet experienced. O ne of the 
most modern capi ta ls in Sout h America, 
many of its towering skyscraper s we re 
now crumbled into their basements. 
L T Luis Rodriguez had left hi s home 
onl y a few minutes before the Quake 
began and was in hi s car several blocks 
away w hen it hit. As soon as he could he 
made it back to check on his fami ly. 
Aida Lara and her fam ily lived only a 
few blocks from the Rodriquez house and 
they too wero at home when the t remor 
started. They were fortunate they were 
not closer to the downtown area where 
damage seems to have been more severe. 
Here, in ~rollterey, the first inkling of 
what had happened at home came from a 
television news bulletin. Then, it was 12 
hours before a telephone call could get 
through to check on relatives and friends. 
Cleanup campaigns had already started 
when the Lara and Rodriguez fami lies 
left Caracas in August, but it w ill take 
years to rebui ld the damage of those few 
seconds. 
L T Rodriguez, a former ins t ructor at 
Venequela's naval academy, is studying 
mechanical engineering here at the Post· 
graduate School. 
This is the second ass ignment in the 
states for LT Lara, whose wife accom-
panied him to duty at the Great Lakes 
TraininF( Base in Illinois. A graduate of 
700 Del Monte Center 1M. c-." { i 1.-\.'~ 432 Alvarado 375-8422 372-5505 
€= ~ -====:'-=-_--0 § 
FOR CHILDREN - Stride-Rile & Blue Slar 
, 
FOR THE WOMEN - Natura lizer . Foot Flairs · Town & Country . Hosiery and Handbags 
f 
FOR THE MEN - Florsheim . Winthrop . Great Northern . Hush Puppies 
.. 
Personal Charge Accounts Welcome BE Monterey, Cali forn ia 
IF YOU ARE MOVING TO 
SAN DIEGO AREA 
Chu la Vista is the place fo r you 
J ust Freeway min utes from a ll bases 
LET US SOLVE YOUR HOUSI NG NEEDS 
MILLER 6' HENRY, REALTORS 
452 Third Avenue, Chula Vista 
Andrew A, Henry and Glenn H. Miller 
Carmen Medina, Stella VaSQUez and Julia 0'-
Paola. 
the Venezuelan naval academy's five year 
course, he will s tudy electronic engineering 
here. 
The Laras have two child ren, each 
named afte r their parents, Juan,S, and 
Aida, I. 
Another newcomer to 1fonterey is Julia 
D'Paola. wife of LT Jesus O'Paola. a me-
chanical engineering student. They missed 
the earthquake, however, as they had gone 
ahead of the other two families coming 
here and stopped over in Lackland, Texas, 
where LT D'Paola took a four month 
English refresher English course. 
Painting 011 glass is one of Julia's pas-
times, and some of her artwork was on 
display at the recent Christmas workshop. 
She also enjoys painting fruit, beach and 
fiesta scenes, and landscapes on material 
which she frames. 
The D'Paola's three children, who ac-
companied them to Monterey, are Jesus 
Enrique, 6, Luis,S, and M arianella, 4. 
Stella ~Iarina Vasquez has been in 
Monterey a year and has already com-
pleted some English courses at Monterey 
Peninsula College. Her husband LCDR 
Alfredo Vazquez, is studying electronics. 
The three Vasquez SOilS are Luis, 8, 
Gonzalo. 7, and Gabriel, 2. And the entire 
family is "thinking pink" about the new-
comer 011 the way. 
Carmen Medina and her family will be 
leaving Monterey this month, afte r a 
two year tour. LT Humberto Medina 
studied e1ectrollics while here. 
Carmen spen t six years as a secretary 
at one of Caracas' three large universities 
before she was married. She has also ac-
companied he r husband to Great Lakes, 
and has three children, Ne lly,S, Neida, 3, 
and Nor is, I. While here, she ::I.1!'o attenderl 
~f PC EnR"lish cour!'('s. 
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Teresa Taborda and her husband, 
LCDR Jesus Tahorda, have already re-
turned to Venezuela, leaving in October 
as soon as they could trave l with their 
brand new son, Oswaldo. 
LCDR Taborda, who studied mechani-
cal engineering, had been to the states 
in 1957 for duty in Philadelphia. 
A government secretary before her 
marriage. Teresa found time here to take 
two English courses at MPC. In addition 
to t he new baby. she has Jesus, 7, and 
daughtH Tibisay, 6. 
- Jacque Yeske 
c-+--!) 
Marine Corps Wives 
A gay Halloween theme was used for 
the Mar ine Wives October bridge night. 
Hostesses for the evening were Ruth 
Brown and Sherry Lawson. ] hear that 
the Halloween gremlins and gob lins were 
very helpful to the high score wi nnel"S, 
Pam O'Neill and Lorna Wood. 
The" Great Pumpkin" was very happy 
to see so many Marine and Submariner 
w ives at the October function. The Ma-
rine wives met in the Galleon Room for 
coffee and a short business meeting be-
fore joining the Submariner wives in the 
La Novia Room for a delightful fashion 
show presented by Gretchen's of Mon-
terey. The hostesses for the fashion show 
were Rosemary Hyde, a Marine wife, and 
Submariner wives, Charlotte Goodwin, 
Sandy Kolodziej, and Carol Roberts. We 
certainly want to thank the Submariner 
wives for inviting u~ to join them for the 
evening. 
Here are a few evcnts to mark down 
on your social calendar. On December 12, 
1967, at 10 :30 a.m. the Marine Officers' 
Wives' Club will meet in the La Novia 
Room for Brunch and a business meeting. 
Elections of club officers and ratification 
of the club constitution will take place dur-
ing the meeting. We hope to see all of 
the present membcrs there and all the 
newcomers too. 
See you all at the Bing Crosby Golf 
Tournament! Chris Miller has arranged 
for the Marine Officers' Wives' Club to 
have lunch at Del Monte Lodge during 
the tournament. The date is Friday, Jan-
uary 12, 1968. Reservations will be on a 
first come, first serve basis. So watch 
for your Marine \¥ives Bulletin for all 
the details. 
Our best wishes go to all of those 
'Marine families leaving in December. 
And a hearty welcome to all of the Marine 
newcomer s. 
- J o-Ann Banning 
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Civilian Care For Handicapped 
The government's program to treat 
handicapped a nd reta rded dependents in 
civilian facilities should benefit all three 
of those involved - the government, the 
serviceman and the patien t . 
The government should gain because 
hardship discharges are bound to decrease. 
Servicemen no longer will be forced to 
get out so they can live near an area 
where inexpensive treatment is available 
for their stricken dependents. Lack of 
proper facilities has lost t he services many 
valuab le men. Now they should have an 
incentive to remain in the Armed Forces. 
The serviceman will p rofit from the 
new program because his share of the cost 
is re latively small. He will pay according 
to his rate or rank. This will mean from 
$25 per month for an enlisted man in the 
lowest grade to $250 a month for the 
highest commissioned officer. The gov-
ernment will pay up to $350 per month for 
each patient. If a serviceman has two de-
pendents requiring treatment, he will pay 
only one share-that belonging to the 
patient with the least expense. 
The dependent treated for an affliction 
also will gain. His care and surroundings 
should be superior to those ordinarily open 
to men forced to leave the service. He will 
get diagnostic advice, inpatient, o utpatient 
or home treatment . Other benefits au-
thorized are training, rehabilitation and 
special ('ouc.atiol1 and institutional care. 
Transportation to or from institutions 
al so is covered. Autho rized supplies in-
clude contact lenses o r spectacles, durable 
equipment, drugs and medicines. 
Treatment falls under the auspices of 
the Uniformed Services Health Benefits 
Program . To qualify, the patient must be 
the dependent of an active duty member 
who has served for more than 30 days . He 
or she must be moderately or severely 
mentally retarded or poss(Ss a serious 
physical handicap. Nervous breakdowns or 
other temporary mental conditions are not 
covered in this section, but are part of 
medical benefits. 
Residential care is limited to public or 
state facilities, unless there are not avail-
able . r n this case, care may be obtained 
through private non-profit institutions. 
The program states that the serviceman 
shall pay anything over the sum amount 
of his share and the government's $350. If 
his share is $35 and the bill for care is 
$400, he will pay the extra $15. If the cost 
of treatment is less than his share, as may 
be the case with some officers, the gov-
ernment will make no payment. 
Those with two or more dependents will 
pay only for the least expensive patient ..... 
and the government will pay the remainder 
of the expense without limitation. 
The program was effective Jan . 1. 
MINK-HANSON & ASSOCIATES 
IN SUR A NC E • MUTUAL FUNDS 
780 MUNRAS AVE. • MONTEREY • 373- 1238 
Estate Plann ing for the Career Office r 
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"The Navy takes care of its own." Few 
places is this more distinctly seen than in 
the Navy Relief Society: the Navy 's own 
private charitable organizat ion. 
Volunteers Make Navy 
Na,'y Relief provides emergency as~ 
sistance in time of need to Navy a nd Ma-
rine Corps active duty and retired person-
nel, their dependents and surviving de-
pendents. There is no field of human trou ~ 
ble in which the Society has not helped, 
either by counselling or by financial as-
sistance. Perhaps immediate fund s are re -
Quired because of a death in the serv ice-
man's family; an allotment check is inad-
vertently delayed; unexpected bill s strain 
the family budget; a nd many other indi-
vidua l problems constantly beckon the 
emergency assistance of Navy Relief. Fi-
nancial help may be rendered as an out-
right grant, a loan without interest, or a 
combination of the two, depending upon 
the circum stance in each case and the de-
grt'e of hardship that may be involved in 
the repayment of the loan. 
The Monterey Branch of the Navy Re-
lief Society is located in the Tower Room 
of Herrmann Hall and last yea r afforded 
over $4000.00 in loan s and a lmost $2000.00 
in g ratuiti es for needy Navy and Marine 
Corps families. 
Receiving thei r Recognition Pins from Admiral O'Donnell are I. to r. Sue Beaulieu (100 hours), Jackie 
Popowich (100) hours, Gayle Sterline (lOCO) hours, Blondell Pounds (6CX) hours) and Jeannette Reed 
(100 hours) . 
OFFICE VOLUNTEERS 
Because of its own peculiar background 
of Navy life, the Society has been especi-
ally indebted to volunteer workers for the 
continuing task of the daily business. Such 
volunteers have always assumed a major 
responsibility and this is no less true at 
the Nava l Postgraduate School. Although 
professional social workers are now being 
employed by some branches of the Soci-
ety, this is not the case at Monterey and 
does not in any way lessen the urgent need 
for the se rvices of faithful volunteers here 
and at ot her Naval act ivities. 
Voluntee r office work may include the 
responsibility for any of a number of ne-
cessary de tail s: typing case records, filing 
material in the applicant's folder, organ-







Complete Automot ive Service 
724 ABREGO AT FREMONT 
HAIR STYLIST 
OF MONTEREY 
FOI mefly with HelENA RUBINSTEIN 
5th AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY 
512 Polk St, .. t Monterey 
Phone 375·2726 





lZlIlg and preparing data for reports to 
headquarters, assisting with bookkeeping 
routines. It may include acting as recep-
tionist in the office, which means g iving 
to the applicant a first impression of 
warmth and friend liness of the Navy Re-
lief Society. One of the mos t sati sfy ing 
experiences is to work through a case 
person-to-person with an applicant and 
then to see the difficulties hegin to re-
so lve themselves. 
THE THRIFT SH OP 
The Navy Relief Society also has cer-
tain special se rvices such as the Thrift 
Shop, The Layette Kit s, and the Educa-
tional Fund. The Thrift Shop is staffed by 
volunteer women of the Socie ty a nd pro-
vides a medium for sharing di scarded or 
outgrown but s till se rvi ceable clo thing 
and household effects among needy mem-
bers of the naval service. 111 effect, the 
Thrift Shop may, therefore, be regarded 
as "relief in kind" rather than money. It 
operates as an integral part of the Auxil-
iary as a further means of extending the 
general assistance program. For thi s rea-
son the Monterey Branch Thrift Shop is 
open to enl isted families primarily and to 
officer families only when individual net'd 
occurs. 
The collection of clo th ing and di scarded 
items is received in the Navy Relief Thrift 
Shop box outside of the Bread and Milk 
Store in La Mesa Village. T hey are 
brought to the Shop which is loca ted at 
the Naval Auxiliary Landing Field just 
beyond the Dispensary. Here a Sorting 
Committee must first sepa rate all con tri -
• 
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Relief Click 
Page Forty Three 
recognition and awards has been estab-
li shed ac ross the years. Award Pins for 
100, 600, a nd 1000 hours have been estab-
lished for faithful volunteer service in So-
ciety activities. Within the Nava l Post-
graduate School the following ladies have 
earned in 1967 these Recognition Pins: 
Emily Pitcher, 1000 hours; Gayle Ster-
ling, 1000 hours: Mary Ann Bailey, 600 
hOllrs: Blondell Pounds, 600 hours; and 
Sue Beaulieu, Jeannette Reed, Jackie Pop-
owich, Virgina, Pellett, Marilyn Jerding, 
Susan Thomas, Jackie Freidsen, Ann Mar-
Quis, and Chris Holly have all been 
awarded the 100 hour pin. 
A layette typical of those made by Navy Relief and given to needy mothers 
In March 1968 a formal Training Course 
will be conducted at the 1 aval Postgradu-
ate School by representatives of the Navy 
Relief Society Headquarters in Washing-
ton. Two years ago at the Training Course 
here, the largest number of volunteer 
workers ever to be instructed was gradu-
ated and each was prcsentcd a Certificate 
of Graduation. As the wife of a Naval Of-
ficer, sometime you witl be looked for to 
assist a sailor or marine in need. There is 
no more appropriate time than now in 
this tour of duty to acquaint yourself with 
the many facets of this Society which ful-
fill the motto: "The Navy takes C3re of its 
own," 
butions and determine those which are 
suitable for sale. This work is carried on 
by about twelve volunteer ladies who also 
determine the pr ice at which each article 
will be sold. Prices range from five cents 
to a few dollars. A Publicity Comm ittee 
is continually "passing the word" to eligi-
ble purchasers. Finally. a staff of clerks 
and cashiers manage the hop on the days 
of operation. It is essential that the atmos-
phere established by those serving as sales 
personnel Illust be both friendly yet busi-
nesslike. I t is impossible to estimate the 
value of "relief in kind" that is provided 
monthly by this means. 
THE LAYETTE KITS 
The Layette program provides needed 
items for mothers of new babies. An ap-
proximate list of items cOlltained in each 
Layette K it would include two receiving 
blankets , two saques, four long gowns, 
four shirts, two washcloths . one package 
of safety pins, one rubber pad, two square 
qu ilt ed pads, two dozen diapers, one baby 
crib blanket, one sweater (hand-knit ), two 
pairs of plastic pants, and two baby towels . 
Volunteer sewers are used to provide 
the sweaters and saques and other woven 
items. The M ontcTey Branch of the Soci-
ety donates Illany such individual kit s each 
year; however. it also provides, in addi-
tiOll, Layctte Kits for other Navy Relief 
Branches where volunteer helpers are not 
so readily at hand to do the work. 
THE EDUCATIONAL FUND 
In 1964 the Tavy Relief Society estab-
li shed one of its most valuable ac ti vities, 
The Educational F und, fo r the purpose of 
lending money to dependent sons and 
daughters of Navy and Marine Corps per-
sOllnel for educa tion in accredited co lleges 
and vocational schools and for preparatory 
academic work prior to entering a Service 
Academy. As much as $1000.00 annually 
may be loaned interest free depending 
upon the need. Eligible applicants should 
apply by January of each year at the Navy 
Relief Society Headquarters in \Vashing-
tall, D.C.Repayment of the loan does not 
begin until six months after completion of 
schooling. 
RECOGNITION AND AWARDS 
Because of the innumerable number of 
hours voluntarily contributed to the work 
of the Navy Relief Society, a program of 






GIRLS to 12 - BOYS to 6x 
516 Del Monte Center 
Monterey 
372-6566 




P'esents THE TROUPERS OF THE GOLD COAST ;n 
"The Diamond Chip Ranch" 
December thru February 3, 1968 
No perfo rmance December 15, 16, 22, 23 
Performances December 29, 30, 31 
FRIDAYS AND SAT URDAYS Sub-Teens $1.00 
8 :30 Curtai n (Fr iday Nights only) 
FIRST THEATRE - Scott and PaCific, Monterey, 375-4916 
Central Box Office, Carmel - 624-6739 
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Activities and Recreational Facilities 
MOVIES 
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL - Mo-
vies are shown for military personnel and 
dependents and other eligible persons with 
movie passes at 1945 on Tuesday, Friday, 
and Saturday in King Hall. Admission is 
1 S c per person, Uniform requirements are 
the uniform of the day or appropriate 
civilian dress. Coats and ties shall be worn 
by all male persons over 12 years of age 
attending in civilian clothes. Weekly mo-
vies schedules are available in the Special 
Services Office, student mail center, Navy 
Exchange and the Quarterdeck. 
NALF - One showing at 1930 on 
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day in the NALF Auditorium, Uniform of 
the day is required for all non-rated per-
sonnel. The movie schedule appears in the 
NALF Plan of the Oay_ 
FORT ORD - Movies nightly at the 
three Fort Ord Theaters. Admission is 3Sc 
and weekly schedules are available at the 
Recreation Offices. 
PRESIDIO (Defense Language School) 
-Movies nightly. Weekly listings are in-
cluded on the Fort Ord schedule. 
ISSUE ROOM 
The following equipment IS available 
"SA Y IT WITH FLOWERS" 
WIRE SERVICE 
GEORGE R. CAR TER 
PhOl"le )75·204 51 
506 Polk Street 
Monterey 
Phone 375-5669 
for military personnel to check out on a 




















12 gauge automatics 
Shotguns 
Campers 
30 and SO cup percolator coffee pots are 
available on a one day basis and advance 
reservations are required. Card tables and 
matching chairs also available. 
Upon return of the above equipment, it 
will be inspected for damage and any re-
pair cost will be charged to the person 
renting the equipment. Misuse or non-
return of equipment will result in loss of 
the privilege for use of equipment. 
The hours of operation of the gym are 
0800-1630 Monday through Friday and on 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings 
from 1730-2000. A key to the gym may 
be obtained from the Naval Postgraduate 
School Quarterdeck at other times. 
FREE DELIVERY 
217 W . F,an~li n 
M onte,ey. California 
Del Monte Lodge 
Pebble Beach 
Phone 624·4434 
CLOTHES OF DISTINCTION FOR CHILDREN - INFANTS 
Gi rls, thru Preteen 
Layaways Unusual Line of Shower Gifts 
Use Our Convenient Charge 




A six lane alley is located in Bldg. 228. 
The cost is ' 2 S c per line. Ball, shoe and 
locker rentals are available. Bow:Jing 
equipment may be purchased. Sandwiches 
and beverages may be purchased at the 
snack bar. The hours of operation are 
0900-2400 Monday-Saturday and 1300-. 
2400 on Sunday. Telephone 375-8332. 
GYM 
The gym is located In Bldg. 239 and 
the telephone extension is 304. Located in 
the gym are: handball and squash courts: 
There are two four wall courts in Bldg. 
219. One wall court adjacent to the 
swimming pool. There is an enclosed 
court at the Naval Auxiliary Landing 
Field. 
FORT ORD 
The alleys at Fort Ord are open 1700-
2200. There are 12 alleys and the cost per 
line is 25 c. Shoes may be rented for 10c. 
HOBBY SHOPS 
NALF-The hobby shop is located in 
the Recreation Building, Bldg. 24, at 
NALF, and supports both the NALF and 
Postgraduate School. Hours are Monday, 
• 
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Thursday, Friday, 1200-2100_ Tuesday, 
Wednesday, closed; Saturday, 1000-2000, 
and Sunday, 1300-2000. 
Available at the Recreational Gear Issue 
Rooftl, Special Services Building ace the 
following items: golf clubs. badminton 
sets, volleyballs, football" softball equip-
ment, fishing rods ~nd reels of various 
types. Camping equipment and trailers are 
also available at no charge. A signed re-
ceipt is required for all items. 
FORT ORD-The Craft. Shop. at Fort 
Ord are located in Bldgs. 1009 and 1010_ 
Wood Shop, Photo Shop and an Auto 
Shop are available for use Tuesday, Fri-
days 1800-21l0, Saturday 1l00-1630. 
Classes in ceramics, porcelain, plastics, 
copper enameling and mosaics, oil paint-
ings and the potter's wheel are given at 
various times during the week. Please con-
tact the Post Craft Director for further 
information concerning these classes. 
PR.ESIDIO (Defense Language School) 
-The Presidio Crafts Shop is open Mon-
day through Wednesday from 1800-2200 
hours and Saturdays, Sundays and Holi. 
days from 1300 to 1700 hours for indi· 
vidual work. Instruction is offered also in 
ceramics, lapidary work, woodworking, 
leatherwork, photography, glass and vari4 
ous media of painting. Hours of operation 
for the ceramics section are Monday 
through Wednesday, 1800-2200 and Sun-
days, 1300-1700. Painting Workshop will 
be held in oil paintLng on Wednesday, 
1800-2130_ Military personnel are given 
first preference. Instructions in ceramics, 
slab coil, etc., will be held at the same date 
and time. Phone Ext. 451 for further in4 
formation. 
U. S. Navy pI-oto 
GOLF 
The Navy golf course is located in back 
of the Monterey Fair Grounds. It is a nine 
hole Course but has two tees for each green 
and a full eighteen holes may be played by 
utilizing all eighteen tees. Active and re4 
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tired military personnel, their dependents 
and guests are eligible to play on the 
course. Membership is open to all active 
and retired military personnel and their 
dependents. The hours of operation are 
weekdays 0730 till dusk and weekends 
0700 till dusk. For starting times call 375-
4663. The gol£ course has a beautiful club 
house with a bar, snack bar, ladies' and 
men's shower rooms, locker rooms and 
shoe stowage facilities. Rates are as fol-
lows: 
Daily 
9 Holes 18 holes 
Officers ____ $1.00 $2.00 
Enlisted __ .75 1.00 





The driving range is adjacent to the 
clubhouse. The range has the same hours 
of operation as the Golf Course and any-
one eligible to use the Golf Course is eligi-
ble to use the driving range. A new ball 
dispenser has been added for the conveni-
ence of patrons of the range. 
Mr. Joe Higuera, the golf professional, 
and his assistants are available for golf 
lessons. Lessons are on an appointment ba-
sis at a rate approved by the Superintend-
ent. Youth program and group lessons are 
also available. 
PICNIC GROUNDS 
Located behind the Naval Air Facility 
and open daily 0700-1800. Reservations 
for use of the grounds and barbecue pits 
must be made in advance at the Recrea-
Telephone 372-7597 
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tion Office. Maximum size is two hundred 
persons. Civilian parties must be sponsored 
by military personnel attached to the 
Postgraduate School. Special requests must 
be made in writing to the Deputy Super-
intendent via the Recreation Officer for 
other than military picnics and also for 
any parties extending beyond 1800. 
SAUNA ROOM 
This Finnish heat room is located in 
Bldg. 210. The hours of operation are the 
same as the pool. 
TENNIS COURTS 
There are six courts of championship 
quality;. two loc:ated below the swimming 
pool, tWO located forward of Herrmann 
Hall, and two in La Mesa Village adjacent 
to La Mesa School. These courts are for 
use by military personnel and their de-
pendents. Dependents should give way to 
Naval personnel. 
NALF: Two tennis courts are located 
at the Naval Air Auxiliary Landing Field 
adjacent to the dispensary. 
SWIMMING POOL 
The swimming pool is open April 
through September on Tuesday through 
Saturday from 1100 to 1800 and on Sun-
day from 1200 to 1800. During this per-
iod the pool is available for military per-
sonnel, dependen ts, and bona fide guests. 
From October through March the pool is 
open from 1100 to 1400 for military per-
sonnel. 
Store Hours 9 :30 a .m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Any Evening by Appointment 
Forest Carpets & Home Furnishings 
Finest in American Traditional Furnishings .. . 
Complete carpet and drapery department . . . 
Cqm. in ana .. " for your copy of the 
Ethan Allen Trt .. ury of Furniturt 
Carpet Showroom 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
Maple Shoppe 
497 Lightthouse Avenue 
New Monterey. California 
One of the nicest things that happens to this 
Peninsula is 
NAVY WIVES 
The Magic Fishbone knows from experience 
Seasonls Greetings to you everyone! 
The Magic Fishbone also knows 
Good Children's Books 
IT'S A CHILDREN'S BOOKSHOP 
DEVOTED TO EXCELLENCE 
Behind the Clam Box Mission & 5th 
Carmel-by-the-Sea • 624-4444 
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Dressing rooms and showers are avail-
able. Bathers must provide their own suits 
and towels. Lockers are available for 
stowage of valuables. 
ARCHERY RANGE 
One target is available at the Golf 
Driving Range. At the Monterey Fair-
grounds on Tuesday nights, free instruc-
tion is given by the Monterey Peninsula 
Archers. For information call 372-8914. 
NALF PISTOL RANGE 
Located north of the east end of the 
runway. Open during normal working 
hours and on weekends to range card 
holders. Range cards are issued by Secur-
ity and Ordnance Officers after a check-
out on range procedures. A minimum of 
two people on the range is required. The 
~ 
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range is reserved for NALF pistol and 
rifle teams on Tuesday and Thursday aft-
ernoon from 1400 to 1600. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Two courts are located behind the boil-
er house. These courts are on the basket-
ball courts with removable uprights. One 
court is located at the picnic grounds. 
ATHLETIC PROGRAM 
The spores program includes: Basket-
ball, Softball, Volleyball, Swimming, Ten-
nis, Handball, Badminton, Golf, Pistol 
and other competitive sports. Personnel 
Phone 624-7472 
Ocean Avenue ~ ~~SHION FOR YOUNG WOMEN OF ALL AGts Carmel 
DIAMONDS WATCHES GIFTS 
-
TROPHY & SILVER AWARDS 
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interes ted in intramural and varsity sports 
are urged to contact the Recreation Offi-
cer. 
BADMINTON 
An outdoor court is located adjacent 
to the swimming pool. Rackets and shut-
tlecocks are available from the issue room. 
indoor court is located in the Gym. An 
indoor court is also located at N ALF. 
FISHING 
Arrangements are periodically made by 
Recreation for chartering boats for local 
deep sea fishing. Charges are nominal. Ad-





Folders, maps of various camping areas, 
motels and entertainment facilities in Cali-
fornia are available at the Recreation Of-
fice. 
Disneyland and Magic Kingdom cards 
are available to military personnel which 
entitle them to approximately a 40 per 
cent discount at Disneyland. Special cards 
are available for Vietnam veterans. In-
formation concerning hunting and fishing 
in the surrounding areas is available in the 
Recreation Office. 
For further information on any of the 
above items, contact the Recreation Of-
fice, Ext. 406. They will be happy to sup-
ply you with the information to meet your 
needs. 
SPORTING LIFE 
New Bowling Leagues will start after 
the holidays. Contact the Activities Chair-
man for information. 
• 
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEE RING 
Editor: June Chrans 
Section Reporters: Gail Messerschmidt, 
Mary LOll Kiel, Sally Knudson, Bonny 
Stilwell and Carol Heinz. 
ABYS ... In October, the Shelers, Me-
Donalds, Moores, NOTtons, Swifts and 
Messerschmidts enjoyed "A Thurber Car-
nival" in which Marty Merrick was the 
musical director. Most of the section de-
parts in December with Linda and Paul 
Norton going to Test Pilot School at 
Paxs. River, Don Messerschmidt leaving 
to West Pac., Jim and Myet Sheler mov-
ing to Washington, D.C., Jewel and Dent 
:Moore going to J acksonvillc, and Prissy 
and Wick Parcells going to Lemoore. 
AAZ6-AAA7 ... OUf group enjoyed an 
evening of dinner at the Postgraduate 
School Officers' Club and then went to 
see "A Thurber Carnival" at K ing Hall. 
A great time was had by all. 
The wives met at the Swedish Restau-
rant in Carmel for a morning coffee. The 
pastries were simply delicious. Lee Wil-
liams was. our gracious hos tess fo r th is 
occasion. 
Staff Wives 
The Staff Wives Club will hold a holi-
day dessert December 14 in the La Novia 
Room and Terrace. Sherry will be served 
at 12 :30 p.m. with the dessert at 1 :00. 
There will be a program following at 1 :30. 
The chairman for the dessert is Mrs. 
Theodore Gawain of the Aeronautics De-
partment. There is no charge for paid 
members and a $1.00 charge for guests of 
members. For rese rvations please call Mrs. 
Allen Fuh s at 373-1300 or A·[rs. Larry 
Chambers at 375-8255 by Tuesday, De-
cember 12. 
Staff Wives will also hold a brunch on 
January II in the La Novia Room and 
Terrace. Sherry will be served at 10 :30 
a.m. and a buffet at 11 :00. Professor Emer. 
itus Boyd Meuborn, President of the Mon-
terey History and Art Association, will 
speak on Monterey history and show slides 
of t he old adobes. Chairmen for the brunch 
are Ivr rs. R. L. Campbell, Mrs. Robert E. 
Gaske ll, and Mrs. \ .valter J ennings. Res-
ervations shou ld be made by Tuesday, I 
January 9, by calling Mrs. T. J ayachan-
dran <.. '\72-2824 or Mr!' . L. W . Deaton at 
372-3IR". 
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Jo Ann Banning hostessed bridge this 
month. A Halloween motif dominated the 
scene-along with scrumptious pumpkin 
pie to 'complete the autumn mood. 
Congratulations to Fritz Menning on his 
great hunting abiilty. The Mennings and 
the Kiels had a fun -filled weekend of 
camping this month. 
The Showers enjoyed a lovely visit from 
Jay 's parents recent ly. 
AAJ7 . . . Breaking away from the 
BOQ, Pete Phelps, Tom Leiser, and Ron 
Bliss hosted a party in October to house-
warm their new Carmel cottage. 
Completely costumed, loaded with cider, 
donuts and candied apples, the marrieds 
of our sect ion met at Al and Sharon Law-
ver' s in Oct. for a spook-fi lled night of 
games and dancing. 
AAZ7 .. Linda Brown hostessed sec-
tion bridge in October at her home. 
Our luncheon at the Outrigger Restau-
rant was co-hostcssed by Ginger Hood 
and Marcie Woods. 
Several couples enjoyed good eating at 
the El Prado Room's Turf and Surf night 
followed by the Thurber Carnival Play 
with one of our section wives, Betty 
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Chambers, playing one of the principle 
roles. A job well done, Betty! 
Bonny Stilwell gave a social mflrning 
coffee for the section wives in October in 
her home. 
Ginger Hood continued playing hostess 
in her home when Jack's folks, Dr. and 
Mrs. John M. Hood from Mason City, 
Iowa, came for a visit with their grand-
child. Also entertaining out of town guests 
are Stew and Dale Esdaile. Dale's parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Maiden, are here from 
Ottawa, Canada. P. J. and Colleen Jones 
took advantage of the nice weather by en-
tertaining Colleen 's folks , Mr. and Mrs. 
John Radigan from Summit, New Jersey, 
with all the Peninsula sights. 
AAZ5 .. Our section was very proud 
of our own Martin Lenzini who appeared 
in "A Thurber Carnival." Frank Gallo, 
Gary Beck, and Bill Heinz helped back 
stage with props. "Bravo," for a job well 
done! 
Jo Ann Gallo was hostess for this 
month's bridge. 
Many thanks to Louise and Gary Beck 
for making arrangements for our section 
at the Military Ball . 
The Unusual for Collectors of the Unusual 
Coins, Stamps, Antiques, Unusual Gifts, 
Statua ry, Picture Frames and 
Cast Do-it-yourself Decor Items 
~ntri.sue ~e£it, ~nc. 
821 East Alisal St reet - Salinas, California 93901 - 424-8788 
HOUR SHOE STORES 
BANKAMERICARD '1'DIELY a STYLES FREE PARKING 
MASTER CHARGE Rear of Monterey Sto re 
WeU-Knmun Brand, Serviced by Experienced Clerk., 
RED CROSS • JACQUELINE • CONNIE - For Women 
POLL PARROT • P. F. FLYERS - For Children 
PEDWIN • POR TO-PED • ITALIAN VERDE - For Men 
Two Dependable Family SJvres For Your Convenience 
MONTEREY PACIFIC GROVE 
46 1 ALVARADO E,lablislml26 Years 566 LIGHTHOUSE 
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Six tailhookers prior to departure. Front row : LCDR Higgins, LCDR Dimon. Rear: LT Best, LCDR Don-
negan, LCDR Hall, LCDR Moore, LCDR Beland, LCDR Jensen. 
BACCALAUREATE 
Editor: Simone Ostrander 
Reporters: Pat Best, Carol Armstron;:, 
Sandy Weiermann, Jean Drylie, Marge 
Connelly, Phyllis Schimming, Shirley Pie/-
stick, Pat Hugo, Betty Catron, Bev Prom-
ersberger. 
BAZ . Strawherry rum punch 
started off the evening for our October 
wives' get-together at the Bolands' bounc-
ing ahode. Hostesses were Elaine Boland 
and Berta De Loach. Plans were made 
for the coming festive season. 
The "weekend that was" is the descrip-
tion given the wives by their spouses after 
the section carrier pilots attended the an-
nual Tailhook Association Convent ion in 
Las Vegas. Old tailhook friends were met 
and new friends made as the Vegas Ban-
dits picked their Right-suit pockets. Snoo-
py. our mascot, chaperoned the crew on 
the maiden Right of the BAZ6 Special and 




Desks· Chairs· Desk Lamps· Typewriters· Slide Rule Parts 
464 AlVARADO 
FREE PARKING IN REAR 
375-2685 
S/Jtci./i,l, in ,outul 
STEREO - HI-FI 
COMPONENTS & KITS • 00 IT YOURSELF KITS 
MONTEREY 
TUNERS - AMPLI FI ERS - SPEAKERS - T" PE RECC'RDERS - CABINETS 
SOME OF THE BRANDS WE CARRY 
EICO-SONY 
JENSEN - FISHER 
GARRARD - SHERWOOD 
ZAcKIT 
(ACROSS FROM GREYHOUND) 
350 Del Monte Ave, 
HEATH KIT - SHURE 
ELECTRO VOICE - BOGEN 
KLH - WOLLENSAK 
375-3144 
STORES MONTEREY 
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BSA7 ... "The play's the thing" said 
Shakespeare, and BSA7 has taken full ad-
vantage recently of the theatrical offerings 
on the Peninsula. Arranged by Doris Cop-
pess, the section met for dinner, followed 
by "Barefoot in the Park" at the Studio 
Theater in Carmel , and enjoyed viewing 
the comical tribulations of the newlyweds. 
More American humor in the form of the 
whimsical James Thurber delighted the 
section which tasted the Turf and Surf 
buffet at the Club, and then went on to 
savor "A Thurber Carnival." 
This was a month for the malllas (if 
not the papas). Pete Huhn's mother, Mrs. 
Josephine Huhn, of Jupiter. Florida, vis-
ited Lynne and Pete for several weeks. 
Carrie 11 ill's mother, Mrs. David Sowers 
of ?vfaryland, visited the Mills recently. 
Mrs. Robert \ ¥halen from Long Beach, 
Bob Dcrda's mother, came to see Bob and 
Judy in their Carmel Knolls home. From 
La Jolla, Mrs. 1hrgaret Schirtzinger, 
Gwen's mother, visited Gwen and Mark 
Seibert. 
The Ron Densl1lores visited Disneyland 
recently with their children. 
Sandy Sull ivan and ,"Yanda Rogers ar-
ranged a most pleasant luncheon for the 
ladies at Neil de Vaughn·s. Who can re-
sist when the se tting is Cannery Row with 
its view of the water? The hridge hos-. 
tesses for this month were Carol Arm-
strong and Shanda H owe. 
The women had a business coffee, hos-
tessed by Henrietta Spencer to reorgan-
ize and plan future activities. 
BSB7 . After a thoroughly enjoyable 
wine tast ing session at the San Martin 
,"Vinery, the section wives proceeded up-
stairs to the Jolly Rogue Restaurant for 
the IUllcheon this month. As a change of 
pace we ordered a variety of sc rumptious 
dishes from the menu. The luncheon was 
arranged by Edna Mattson and Bobbie 
Barton. Lucky Beth Smith walked away 
with the door pri7.t'-an inviting hottle of 
champagne! 
BAA6 ... enjoyed a delightful couple' s 
bridge at the home of Jack and Margie 
O'Boyle. Bridge was made much more in-
terest ing accompanied with champagne 
punch and scads of good things to eat. 
Bill Wright won high score and Margie 
O'BoyJe won low score. 
Margie O'Boyle was hostess for the 
September section wives' hridge. 
The section wives enjoyed a tasty 
French luncheon at La Marmite Restau-
rant 111 Carmel, hoste!'sed hy Norma 
Montgo111e ry . 
BSZ7 .. Bridge hostesses for the 
month were Ann Burnett, Betty Sue Daw-
son, Betty Hartranft and Marge COllnelly. 
Betty Sue Dawson and Ei leen Dunlap 
were hostesses for a scrumptious brunch 
held at the Club in the La Novia Terrace. 
Eileen'!, lovely centerpieces and <loor prize 
• 
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of Autumn colored flowers certain ly com-
plimented the table settings. Ann Burnett 
was the door prize winner . 
Driving through the fog and getting 
lost? \Vha? Everyone forgot that part and 
had a great time at Ginny and Art Dick-
son's. They were our hosts for a BVOB 
section party thi s month. Bill Pull inger 
and his date and Bill Lamberth and Terry 
gave us a ll an example of their Arthur 
Murray tale nt s. 
A delic ious lasagne dinner with all the 
accoutrements were in store for the bridge 
playing couples in t he section. Much fUll, 
food and a lot of bridge were on the menu 
at the H artran ft s this month when Betty 
and Dick were hosts for an even ing to re-
member. 
BSZ6 .. The September weather was 
perfect when the families of ou r section 
had a delightful time at Saddle Rock 
Mountain enjoying a picnic and the adu lts, 
employing some unused muscles, played 
several sets of volley ball while the 
younger se t enjoyed the heated pool. 
Judy Poyet and Sam Rettig were hos-
tesses for the pot luck supper in the home 
of Sam Rettig during the month of Sep-
tember. All the wives wore sport clothes 
as we took part in a 6-hole round of golf, 
with a dust mop and a lemon! 
:Morning coffee plus the goodies to go 
with it was the se tting for the October 
wives ge t-together. H ostess for the cof-
fee, Phyllis Ruth and Brenda Richmond 
made arrangements for Mrs. Louise 
Brockwell to do a d isplay of trichem (liq-
uid embroidery ). 
BAA7 . , , The Military Ball was the 
highlight of act ivities this month for our 
sec tion, \ Vhat a marvelous evening fo r 
those who attended. This same weekend 
found several fellows heading for Las 
Vegas and the Tailhook Reunion. 
The V I P Room of N PGS "0" club 
was the setting for a coffee this month a r-
ranged by Marion Yaeger and Kathy Wal-
ters to include a surprise stork shower for 
Carolynn Oyler, 
The bi-monthly bridge hostesses were 
Kathy Eckerd and Janet Stauts, Besides 
the two bridge tab les a table of games was 
se t up for those who do not play hridge. 
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The end of the month found section 
theatre enthusiasts gathering at the club 
for the buffet dinner and then attending "A 
Thurber Carnival" for an evening of hi-
larious com edy. 
BSA6 ... Since this is the last issue 
that BSA6 will have to participate in, we 
would like to bid farew ell to each other 
and all our friends a t the Postgraduate 
School and in Monterey. The past two 
years have been very pleasant ones mak-
ing friends, participating in so many in-
teresting and varied activiti es that were 
offered; traveling around beautiful Cali-
fornia, and particularly the Monterey Pen-
insula. 
'Ne haven't been socializing as a section 
too much, as everyone has been busy mak-
ing plans to move. Kay Carpenter was 
fortunate in having her mother, Mrs. 
Ralph Smith from Portland, O regon, visit 
for several weeks. Pat Hugo's parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. R. G. Poore, from Louisville, 
Kentucky, visited for a week in October. 
BAZ7 ... October was, if you will for -
give a ridiculous pun, a very productive 
month for this section. In one twenty-
four period we had three new babies to 
add to our roster, thanks to the Beemans, 
the J oneses and the vVarringtons. We 
th ink this is some sort of record; and, 
need less to say, we're ve ry proud. The 
three girls enjoyed chuckling at the coin-
cidence of being together at the Fort Ord 
hospi tal. 
Early in the month the wives assem-
bled at Joan Betts' house for a coffee and 
business meeting. A special treat that 
evening was a makeup demonstration. 
Later Suzy Funderburk was the hostess 
for the October bridge. 
SA Y6 . The Mark Thomas was the 
sett ing for a luncheon and fashion show 
enjoyed by the section wives. Shirley 
J ohnson and Marlene Groder were hos-
tesses. 
The hostesses for the bi-monthly bridge 
sessions were Shirley Sommers and Bar-
bara Bernardin. We welcome BAZ6 as 
regular members of the recently reorgan-
ized bridge group. 
The a rrival of a new son to Louise and 
Don Gregory brought Louise's sister, Mrs. 
Why buy and wash d iapers when we can furn ish them for you? 
Phone 375-6513 
RECOMMENDED BY DOCTORS 
BABEE DI-DEE SERVICE 
710 AMADOR AVE., SEASIDE 
W E FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEDDORANT 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
Give diaper service as a g ift - We have g ift certificates 
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Betty Brooks, from Kanaga Park, Calif., 
for a short visit. Michie and Eri Goschke 
have been enjoying a two weeks visi t with 
Eri's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gosch-
ke. from Walhalla , North Dakota. 
~ 
Richard Albert, 7 lbs. 80 oz., October 
12, to LT and ~rrs. Ray N. BE E~lA N. 
Grant H ouston, 7 Ibs. 2 oz., November 
13 adopted by LCDR and Mrs. \Villiam 
Grant CARSOr\. 
Nancy Kay, 9 Ibs . 1 oz., October 8 to 
L T and 11rs. Thomas J. DUNCAN. 
Deborah Anne, 6 Ibs. 10 oz., October 7, 
1967, to LT and Mrs. Ronald ERCHUL. 
Robert Bruce,S Ibs. 14 oz. , October 9, 
to CAPT and Mrs. Robert M . HUNTER. 
Christopher Paul, 7 Ibs. 15 oz., October 
12, to LCDR and Mrs. jerry D. JONES. 
Richard Spencer, 8 lbs., October 13, to 
L T and Mrs. Scott MASSEY. 
Michae l Lewis, 7 Ibs . 8Y2 oz., Septem-
ber IS, to MAJ and Mrs. Joseph F. MO-
LlNEAUX jr. 
Robert George, 8 lbs. 9 oz., October 2, 
to L T and Mrs. George R. STERNER. 
Jean Esther, 6 lbs . 4 oz., October 13, to 
L T and 11rs. Robert G. \VARRI TGTON. 
Elizabeth Marie, 6 Ibs . 10 oz., Septem-
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Editor: Jean Rozelle 
Reporters: Jill Myatt, Donna Chesson, 
Alice Framo", Bobbi Bower, lltlie Cleary 
al1d Fran Garlllick. 
CEA6 ... Bridge turned out to be our 
only section get together this month. Hos-
tesses for these card playing gab fests were 
1 ulie Cleary, Lucy Stone and 1 udy Cox. 
EBX7 ... Our first sect ion coffee was 
held at the home of Barbara Allen. Chair-
men were elected for the various activities 
and plans were immediately underway for 
section functions for the coming month. 
Barbara Allen was the hostess for the 
first section bridge. All bridge players 
were present, making a total of two tab les 
for a very pleasant evening. 
\\,ith such a congenia l group of section 
wives, we are assured of many more en-
joyable get toge thers in the future. 
EBZ6 .. Vacations, visitors and all 
varieties of activities occupied our section 
members this month. The Mikkelson fam-
ily weekended with their cousin, Mar-
guerita Olivera, at her lovely Lake Tahoe 
mountain cabin. Flying in from Schenec-
tady, New York, for a two week visit was 
loan Koehler's father, Mr. Ronald Riley. 
"Vhat a nice surprise! Along with the ar-
rival of the new Staples baby, Bob's moth-
er, Mrs. Robert L. Staples from Eldorado, 
Kansas, arrived to join the diaper and 
bottle brigade. Pleasant company for 
Velma and Gary Clark included Mrs. 
Freida Clark from Larned, Kansas, and 
the Simonetti's from Los Angeles. 
Section wives came away from the Ft. 
THE CLASSMATE 
EBZ-6 Hippie party. I. to r. Shirley Taylor, Alice 
Vital, Trud ie Falrchield, linda McFarland and 
Mary Shroyer. 
Ord Crafts tour determined to try their 
talents at the ·many activities offered. The 
evening was culminated by a luscious des-
sert-coffee at Shirley Taylor's home. 
A festive cocktail party at Alice and 
Hank Vitali 's home started off the Mi li-
tary Ball in high style for the sect ion. The 
evening was a beautiful one for all who at-
tended. 
The EBZ6 small fry had their day in 
the sun at the section family picnic at 
NALF. All the mothers and dads enjoyed 
getting their offerings of burnt marshmal. 
lows. 
EBA6 ... Section couples met for a 
night out at the movies this month. The 
group enjoyed a showing of The Sand 
Pebbles at the Steinbeck Theatre. Later, 
the couples adjourned to the unique Hid-
den Village for coffee and dessert. 
EBY7 ... Mary Lou Nowotny hos-
tessed a "Get Acquainted Coffee" at her 
home in Salinas. All EBY7 wives had a 




. Dyein g 
Upholstery 
Cleaning 
871 FOAM STREET 
PETER ROTH 
25% Discount 
for Cash and 
Carry 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
AWARDS FOR CHAMPIONS 
Oneida Silver· English and Dutch Pewter 
Continental Gifts· Trophies and Plaques 
Home Decorators Xmas Special- Hand Made Antique Wooden 
Duck Decoys Refinished Beautifully ... $29.95 
Valley Archery And Trophy Shop 
1021 South Main (Across from Sears) 422-2967 
SALINAS. CALIFORNIA 93901 
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good time getting to know one another 
and all enjoyed Mary Lou's delicious re -
freshments. 
The wives decided to get together for 
bridge at Linda Miles for their first ses-
sion. A very pleasant evening was enjoyed 
by everyone. 
Recent guests of L T AI and Al ice 
Franson were Dr. and :Mrs. William Con-
tini from New York. The two couples met 
last year in Hawaii. 
Linda Mile's parents spent a month with 
Linda and her husband. 
EEA7 ... Good weather prevailed as 
families converged on NALF picnic 
grounds for an afternoon of fun and 
games. \Ve all thank Claudia and Bill 
Hosking for arranging this event and for 
the great idea of having it catered. 
Diane Brady, our October bridge hos· 
tess, displayed her culinary talents with 
a variety of taste-tempting pastries. 
Pastries again, only French style, were 
the order of the day as the wives met at 
the Patisserie Boissiere in Carm el. \-Villa 
Burns hostessed this coffee. 
c-+..!l 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Judy Baldwin 
Reporters: Jea" Ferguson, S11e Lash 
Now that everyone is moved in and set-
tled down to the class and study routine, 
the Engineering Science students and their 
wives have begun to socialize and become 
better acquainted. 
Eileen Watson was hostess for the first 
Curriculum wives bridge party. Bridge 
will be a monthly affair as will luncheons 
at some of the restaurants which have 
already caught our fancy. Three tables of 
bridge enjoyed the game and Eileen's de-
licious lemon cake. Isabel Cooper and 
Tish O'Dollnel1 took high honors and sec· 
ond high, respectively . 
SAZ7 ... Section leader Al \Vatson and 
his wife, Eileen, were hastes for a section 
cocktai l party in their home. Since the sec· 
tion is strong on bachelors, the three 
wives have accepted Isabel Cooper's kind 
offer to join the SCZ7 wives . 
SBZ7A ... \Ve became acquainted over 
coffee and cake in Priscilla Sanders' home 
which contains many mementos of the 
four years they have just spent in France, 
Turkey and Portugal. After hearing the 
fascinating tales she told of their life 
abroad, we all went home to urge our hus-
bands to request foreign duty. 1 t was an 
appropriate setti ng in which to meet two 
of our four German wives, Reinhild Ja-
cobsen and Regina Pfendtner who had 
been in this country only two weeks. Rein-
hild speaks beautiful English, having 
learned it in school. Lenore Walsh and 
Anne Little volunteered to be a telephon-
ing commiltte, Barham Pender will he our 
• 
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"Calamity Jane" in charge of ca rds and 
Aowers. and Judy Baldwin will be re-
porter. 
SBZ7B . , . Pat Gladin gave a get-ac-
quainted coffee for the section wives. At 
this coffee it was discovered that quite a 
few wives were interested in learning to 
play Mah J ong. We now have an instruc-
tOT and lessons will be given on Wednes-
day nights. Jean Ferguson will be section 
reporter . A delightful cocktail party was 
hosted by section leader Jack Gladin and 
his wife Pat. It was the first get-together 
with all the husbands and wives and 
turned out to be a most en joyable evening. 
Jerry and Jean Ferguson weTe visited re-
cently by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Creech of 51. Louis, Missouri. 
SCZ7 ... A get-acquainted coffee was 
held by Isabel Cooper as our first soc ial 
function. Later on in the week, section 
leader Vern Britton and assistant section 
leader Jack Cooper and his wife ] sabel 
hosted a party which helped us even more 
to put names and faces a nd thi s time hus-
bands together. Recent houseguests of 
Jack and lsabel Cooper were Lt. Cmdr. 
W. A. Rucker and his fiancee, Miss Jen-
nifer Lawrence of New Zealand. Th~ at-
tended the Military Ba ll with the CoOitFrs. 
Others attending the ball were Bob and 
Leona Ciszewski, AI and Bobbie Skinner, 
Dick and Carol \:\/ilder and Ernest and 
Mary Rokowski. Ann H owell will serve 
as section secretary and Sue Lash as re-
porter. 
~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENC ES 
Editor: Boots Sandefer 
Reporters: bllia Glenn, Lynn Otis, Sue 
LAnge, Bllrbara Bardtschewsky, Htlen 
Stender. 
MOZ6 ... The monthly meeting of the 
wives of MOZ6 was held at Bobbie Ey-
lar's Marina home. Over a delicious des-
sert plans were made for future get-to-
gethers. 
After dining and dancing in fine style 
at the Military Ball, the couples in our 
section gathered at Lew and Julia Glenn's 
for an early morning shart-the-fare break-
fast-a fun and filling finish to this fabu-
lous evening. 
The renewal of old acquaintances as 
welt as the making of new friends, was the 
result of an enjoyable cocktail party held 
at the Presidio. The party was in honor 
of the newest oceanography class at the 
Postgraduate School. 
MMZ6 . .. The Kalinyaks a nd Dan-
forths were hosts for a rolicking pre-Hal-
loween party held at the Kalinyaks. Origi-
nal costumes, a delicious supper and old 
fa shioned apple bobbing all helped to 
make the party a great success. Another 
notable event of the evening was the cele-
bration of Paul's birthday. Oh, to be 29 
again! 
THE CLASSMATE 
Judy J ohnson was bridge hostess for the 
month. 
:MOA7-a ... A luncheon was enjoyed 
this month by the section wives at the 
Pine Cone Branding Iron Restaurant in 
the new Del Monte Shopping Center. Ar-
ranged by Sue Lange, fashions were 
shown by Walter Clark from the Hawai-
ian Shop. The in-com ing oceanography 
students were welcomed by the "oldsters" 
at a cock tail party, which was held at the 
Presidio's Officers Club. A very en joyable 
evening for old and new. 
Bridge was the subject-this month's 
contracts made at Fran Ramzy's lovely 
home. We were also treated to some deli-
cious refreshment thereafter . 
MOA7-b ... The section started the 
new term with dinner and dancing to the 
music of N orad Commanders at the Club. 
Our thanks go to Carol and Andy Bleak-
ley for planning the evening. 
Two weeks later we again met at the 
Club-this time in all our finery for the 
Military Ball. 




Steel and Wood 
Page Fifty·One 
Class of '62 
The '62 group has been very busy get-
ting acquainted. Betsy Crooks was the 
hostess for a welcome aboard coffee for 
the wives in September that started this 
semesters activities. The new officers were 
elected and suggestions for future activi-
ties were discussed. April Smith and Judie 
Yufer had a small coffee for another group 
of new girls in October. \Ve had a '62'ers 
picnic the first Saturday in October at 
NALF that included 1110015, dads and lots 
of kids. 
On November 4, Georgiann Keithley 
and Linda Brown made the arrange-
ments for us to enjoy an evening at a 
cocktail party at the O'Club. Then on 
November 20, Judy Yufer, Tish O'Donnell 
and Erma Bagby hostessed a wIves 
luncheon at the Ginza. 
The wives bridge group is very active 
and meets the first Tuesday of the month. 
Please call Colleen Jones (394-1933) if 
you are not on the calling list and would 
like to play. - April Smith 
TYPEWRITERS 
Standard and Electric 
New and Used 
for rent, 
sales and repairs 
7iI~ 
Since 1927 
459 ALVARADO STREET MONTEREY 
MAKE HOLI DAY 
RESERV A liONS EARLY 
372-1221 
LOW EXCURSION FARES/FAMILY PLANS 
Monterey TraveL Agency, Inc. 
Bob Foltz 
Bill Aitken 
Airline Reservations - Information 
"Monterey's Downtown Airline T icket Office" 
Service Without a Service Charge 
446 Pacif ic Street 
New Location in Casa Fuente 
Phone 373-3266 
Page Fifty-Two 
Libby Carswell and Sue Lange planned 
a delightful luncheon ior the "a and btl 
wives at the Pine Cone Branding Iron 
Restaurant. Wasn't it convenient to be 
right there in Del Monte Center to do 
some shopping. 
We all enjoyed meeting the new ocean-
ographers at the \Velcome Aboard cock-
tail party at the P res idio. 
Fran Ramzy was our hostess for the 
monthly bridge. 
MM27 and 11A27 .. The section 
wives firs t meeting was held in the Gal-
leon Room of the Club, where plans for 
future get-togethers were made. 
Husbands and wives enjoyed a fun-
filled evening, which started wi th cock-
tails at the Clark 's home, followed by din-
ner at the Club and was completed by at-
tending "A Thurber Carnival" performed 




Editor: Marge Carson 
Reporters: Barbara Costello Leslie Rich-
ardson, 
N AXS . , , Betty Loveland and Chris 
U mberger hosted a luncheon with a deli-
cious feast at Betty's home. Everyone 
agreed there is no need for them to take 
cooking lessons as the meal was absolute 
perfection. Afterwards Jayne Rutherford 
was surprised that her dessert included 
lots of goodies, as we used this occasion to 
fete her with gifts in anticipation of a new 
member of the Rutherford clan. The 
shower was planned by Susie Fantin and 
:Marge Eller. 
Bridge hostesses were Donna Desros-
iers and Barbara Costello. 
Susie and Jon Fantin were delighted 
with a visit from Jon 's mother, Mrs. Au-
gust Fantin of Huntington Park, Calif. 
.;Jt ilfon r-----. 
CLEANERS lA;';fIIfY / L SUV1CE / 
Ei91tr HOllr Ser"ice 
'id-llp OftJ 0.1;".'1 
RUGS DRAPES BLANKETS CURTAINS 
Knits and Hand Knits Blocked to Your Own Measurements 
All Fancy Garments Hand Cleaned 
2)0 GRAND AVENUE TELEPHONE FRontier 5-)111 'ACIFIC GROVE, CALIF. 
JUNE-JULY, 1967 
Betty and Ken Love land had as house-
guests Betty's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Philip 
Burack of New Rochelle, New York. They 
were here for a brief stopover en route to 
Hawaii. What a sad look on Betty 's face 
as they flew off into the sunset without 
her! 
After weeks of work in various prepara· 
tory activities sec tion mem bers gathered 
together to enjoy the Military Ball. With 
the men proud of their beautifully gowned 
wives and the wives equally puffed up 
over handsome husband s (and didn't they 
ever look grand) the mutual admiration 
society had a perfectly marvelous evening. 
To end such a gorgeous evening in high 
style Grant and Marge Carson entertained 
the section after the Ball with champagne 
punch for the party-ers and coffee for 
those who insisted they had to study later 
that dayl 
Marge and Grant received a love ly pre-
Christmas present-a baby boy born No-
vember 13th given to them for adoption. 
A week later Marge was surpri sed with a 
baby shower held at Shirley Kessler's love· 
ly apartment. 
N HA7 ... The sect ion enjoyed an eve-
ning of dinner and great entertainment as 
they met at the Club and enjoyed the 
r...rCl rad Commalldf"r ~ . 
ATTENTION 
FOREIGN MILITARY PERSONNEL 
We have available for immediate shipment to your residence a selection of 
over 50 different marks of the finest imported Scotch, Canadian and Bourbon 
Whisky; Gin, Vodka, Rum, Cognac, liqueurs and Champagne. 
Prices range from $15.00 for Scotch, $16.95 for Canadian Whisky and $9.75 
for Gin, F.O.B. San Francisco. This offer is made only to those entitled to free 
entry under the provision of item 820.40, 822.20 or 841 .20, Tariff Schedules 
of the United States (Sec. 1 0.30c, Customs Regulations). 
Write for our price list and order forms. You will be glad you did' 
137 STEUART STREET - P.O. Box 3429, RINCON ANNEX 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 9410S 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS, 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT AND 
DATA PROCESSING 
Editor: Susan Tully 
Reporters: Marlene Allison, Alice 
Daeschner, Arlene Desmarais, Ger; Geis, 
Darlene Massa, Mary McGrath, Pauline 
O'Connell, Ann Osgood. Donna Ramsden, 
Marilyn Rath, Debbie Rubsenberger, Ei. 
len, Schlrck., Jlldie Y"fer. 
ROX7 . . The section wives made 
their first acquaintance with each other 
over coffee this month. Mrs. Damaris 
Sayee was hostess for the group in her 
La :M esa home and each of us welcomed 
the opportunity to meet new friends and 
plan O Uf social calendar. 
'MNY7 ... The Outrigger was the 
scene for our month ly luncheon planned 
by Helen Pierce and Ruth McHugh. 
Everyone e njoyed the plentiful smorgas-
bord and lovely view. 
The section hosted a bridge party for 
the three management groups at the "0" 
Club. Ann GorenAow was high player for 
the evening and Brenda \OVuerch came in 
second. Carol Olson co-ordinated the suc-
cessfu l evening. 
ROZ6 ... The Ginza was the scene of 
our section get-together where everyone 
had the opportunity to order a Japanese 
dinner with all the trimmings. A few hardy 
souls tried raw fish along with their shrimp 
tempera, baby abalone and beef teriyaki 
Later we adjourned to Don and Gene' s 
for a "punchee partee." 
Pat Bahls and Sally Hobart were hos-
tesses for a makeup demonstration at 
Sally's home. Bridge was at Rick Hey's 
where we all enjoyed Jack's special dessert. 
The Ablowiches enjoyed a visit with 
Ron's parents from Texas and the Daesch-
ners had as their guest Bill's brother, 
Larry, from Kansas City. 
MN B7 ... Our sect ion luncheon this 
month was held at the Mark Thomas Inn. 
\OVe enjoyed the benefits of a fashion show 
as well as good food. 
Otherwise our social activities have been 
somewhat limited in view of our hus-
bands' concentrated effort s toward gradu-
tion in December. Vve will leave Monterey 
with many pleasant memories as we look 
forward to new duty stations and new ex-
periences. Good luck to alii 
CSZ7 ... Barbara Akers was the hos-
tess at a dessert coffee in her La Mesa 
home providing us our first oppor tunity of 
meeting each other since the section was 
formed. Most were o n hand for this event 
though we missed Diane Leahy who was 
busy flying as a stewardess with TWA. 
'Are were able to make tenative plans for 
future soc ial gatherings. 
THE CLASSMATE 
FOR MEN 
Bostonians - Bally of Switzerland. h'ns 
FOR WOMEN 
Lifestride - N'turalizer - Coyer Gi,l 
FOR CHILDREN - Jumping Jacks 
U. S. KEDS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMilY 
r \ 
Kimberly Knits the Narrow Two 
Piece Town Suit in soft, cozy 
Moha ir and Wool. The detai ls 
of distinction - standaway 
Peter Pan Collar, just right 
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Bernudo Sandals 
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OCEAN AVE. -;n CARMEL 
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the shop with everything 
for the lady. You'll love 
our styling, our prices, our 
easy shopping. 
1942 FREMONT 
ORO TERRACE CENTER 
SEASIDE 
PHONE 394-5256 
Open 9,30 · 9 'iii Christal .. 
P~e Fifty·Four 
ROA7 ... The October luncheon at 
the Branding Iron Restaurant gave the 
girls a chance to "shop around" at the 
new Del Monte Center and during the 
luncheon we were treated to a show of 
Hawaiian fashions. This enjoyable after-
noon was planned by Maryanne Childress 
and Nan Chenault. 
Lynne Clark was our October bridge 
hostess. 
Mary :McGrath welcomed the book club 
in her home this month. The discussion 
revolved around student life as featured in 
John Hersey's book, Too Far To Walk. 
Later in the month the section gathered 
for an October Fest Evening of German 
food. polkas, music and beer at the Pre-
sidio Officer's Club. 
ROY6 ... The great outdoors, the 
NALF picnic area, was the site of our 
latest section gathering. Steaks, cooked 
on the grille were somehow enhanced by 
the cool evening air which bothered none 
as we came prepared to "rough it." Ruth 
and Earl Brown and Diane and Dennis 
Jordan planned this evening of good food 
and company. 
Sherry.Lawson and Diane Jordan were 
our bridge hostesses in October. Both 
were enjoyable evenings of cards, delicious 
dessert and chatter. 
Mrs. R. W . Sterner of Ambler, Pa., 
spent a month with Louise and George 
Sterner. Her grandson, Robert George, 
was born in the midst of her visit. 
MN A7 ... The peaceful atmosphere of 
the Outrigger set the scene for this 
month's luncheon. Norma Kaufman and 
Joan Cormack were our hostesses. 
THE CLASSMATE 
MNZ7 ... An informal coffee at Nancy 
Wilson's started off our activities for Oc-
tober. Nancy demonstrated the art of shoe 
covering and we discovered that it was an 
easy and inexpensive way to have a new 
pair of shoes. 
N A LF was the scene of a Sunday after-
noon picnic for the section families. Filled 
with steak, cooling refreshments and 
games, the afternoon gave the husbands a 
chance to relax and all of us an opportun-
ity to become better acquainted. 
A table for fourteen was reserved for 
the festive couples that attended the Mili-
tary Ball. The wives looked elegant in 
their formal gowns and the husbands 
smart and trim in their dinne r dress blues. 
I t was a memorable evening and a wel-
come change from the every day routine. 
The activities fo r the month continued 
with a wine tasting demonstration at the 
San Martin \-Vinery and then on to a re-
laxing luncheon at the ·Jolly Rogue on 
Fisherman's Wharf hosted by Sandy 
Brockwell and Jeanine Donahoo. 
Claire Connolly hostessed a bridge party 
for this month as did Marilyn Ricketts. 
The bridge group also enjoyed a three sec-
tion Management Bridge Night at the 
Galleon Room. Carol Olson arranged for 
this social event. 
MNX7 ... This month the section 
wives met at the Whaler for a delightful 
luncheon--certainly an agreeable change 
of pace. Hostesses for the affair were Ce-
cile Abshire and Jennie Pattillo. For the 
October bridge meeting an enjoyable eve-
ninR was planned for us hy Ardie Doran. 
~ MISSION BAKERY 
COMPLETE LINE BAKERY SPECIALTIES 
Two Monterey Locations 
675 lighthouse Avenue 
Across from Montemar Market 
Phone 375-4222 
Area Delivery 
706 Cass Street 
Near the Post Office, Monterey 
Phone 372-6835 
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ROA6 ... The October hostesses for 
the wives monthly social function were 
Ginger Geer and Penny Ackley. They ar-
ranged for us to meet at La Porte's Auc-
tion Center for a lecture by Mr. LaPorte 
on the "ins and outs" of auction buying. 
I t was most interesting and will be a big 
help to us all. We then went to Neil de-
Vaughn's fo r a wonderful "pick your own" 
type lunch. 
PMY7 ... October 11 was the date-
13 Gillespie Lane the place-the first sec-
tion coffee the event I Sally Blackwell, sec-
tion leader's wife, immediately made every-
one feel at ease. Whi le enjoying her de-
li cious brownies, cookies and coffee we 
launched into the ever fascinating games 
of "Haven't J met you someplace before?" 
and others. Game time over, Sally briefed 
us on the usual section activities and we 
decided upon bridge, bowling, luncheons 
and lots of parties. Luncheon hostesses 
will alternate; Jo Puccini volunteered to 
be "Cheers and Tears" chairman; Patsy 
Harlow will head the bridge group; Ger-
trude Johnson the keglers- we'll leave the 
party planning to the men. I t looks like 
there will be more good times ahead for 
PM Y7 wives or Computer Systems Man-
agement \Vives (as it's known to us civil-
ians). 
ROB7 .. . Treats, coffee and ashtrays 
were " in" at the sect ion coffee given by 
Jeanne Aucella in her home this month. 
Ash trays, you say? Jeanne, a ceramic ex-
pert, had poured ashtrays for all the 
geusts and each busied themselves with 
painting them during the evening. The 
finished product will be returned to us 
after the firing. Nita Keirn was also sur-
pri sed when given a gift for both herself 
and the forthcoming new arrival. Thanks 
t o a channing h01' t(>I''' for an entertaining 
evening! 
ROX7 ... Pat White invited the sec-
tion wives to her home for the October 
coffee. It was our first chance to get to-
gether and Pat's ocean view home was a 
beautiful setting for a delightful evening. 
Cocktails at the "0" Club's La Novia 
T errace later in the month provided an 
opportunity for husbands and wives to 
"meet and greet." Our thanks to Charlie 
White fo r arranging an enjoyable party. 
N-!l 
ORDNANCE ENGINEERING 
Editor: Marsha Olson 
Reporters: Rogene Fagan, Christine 
OrliclU, Pat Oates , Sheila Chenara, Nancy 
Northrup, Dolly McCorry_ 
RZZ6 ... Our bridge enthusiasts met 
for delightful evenings of cards and COIl-
versation hostessed by Rosalie Davis and 
Carol Ring. At both occasions, as usual, 
delicious refreshments were enjoyed by 
.11. 
• 
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The section meeting was hostessed by 
Kathy Andrews and \~Tanda Ross at 
Kathy's home. We were treated to an in-
teresting display of Sarah Coventry jew-
elry presented by Christl Nugent, an O. A. 
wife who lives in La Mesa. Kathy and 
\'\'anda served some tempting treats and 
the evening was thorough ly successful. 
Doris Carter also opened her home for 
bridge thi s month and fcasted us with a 
de licious strawberry to rte . 
UPZ5-UPZ6 ... Something really dif-
ferent thi s mo nth : Jan McClanahan and 
Arlene Courtney were co-hos tesses for a 
wi ld boar dinner at the O' Club. The wives 
wore mUll mUll'S and the husband s brightly 
colored shirts. The UPZ7 g roup joined 
us. 
\Ve gathered at Judy Hagy's for bridge 
this time. 
\VGAS ... Aleda and Pete Midgarden 
were our hosts at a buffet dinner in their 
lovely hlarina home. They received many 
compliments on their delicious homemade 
Scandinavian dishes. 
Mary T ruesdell and Jane Dyer were 
ou r bridge hostesses thi s month. 
Our wives had a love ly afternoon re-
cen tly by taking advantage o f the Archi-
tectural Tour which took us thro ugh some 
of the interesting homes in the area. Many 
thanks to Jane Dyer for organizing this . 
Hu sbands and wives met for a delicious 
dinner at the "Club" before going on to 
THE CLASSMATE 
see "A Thurber Carnival." We all thor-
oughly enjoyed the play. 
\OVGZ6 ... During the mo nth of Octo-
ber the section wives enjoyed a coffee 
hosted by Hannah Richardson, Gayle 
Sterling and Karen Smyth and given at 
the Smyth home. 
Sec tio n bridge was held at Kari M e-
land's. 
Dottie and John McCorry entertained 
Dottie's father from New York City for 
three weeks. 
RPAS ... With the presentation of "A 
T hurber Carnival" t he talents of several 
of our people are to be congratulated. 
Shirley-Anne Kinnie r and Dick Melville 
were in the play. John and Dail Benepe 
and Dick Tripp were busy behind the 
scenes. 
. Page Fifty-Five 
\ Vithout \Vayne Beec h being the go-
between with the dolls, we never could 
have dressed fifteen of them for Navy Re-
lief. 
RZZ7 ... Our bridge hostesses for this 
mon th were Marie Raynis and Anita Cote, 
who provided enjoyable evenings of bridge 
and delicious refreshments. 
The Pine-Conc Branding I ron Restau-
rant was the scenc for the sec tion wives 
monthly get-together. The luncheon was 
arranged by Margo Ford and Pat Hunt. 
The ladies enjoyed their choice from the 
menu and the beautiful fashions from the 
Hawaiia n S hop. 
Our sec tio n met for cocktails and din-
ner at the Turf and Surf Buffet. The food 
was delicious and a good time was had by 
all. 
HUGO AND VINING TV 
Dealers for 
RCA, ZENITH, MOTOROLA 
Sales and Service 
520 Fremont 373-1848 Monterey 
Welcome Aboard! from Miller Rugmasters 
The Monterey Peninsulas' leading carpet specialists hope you r stay in our beautiful area will be a happy and 
memorable one, and that we may help to make this possible. 
PROFESSIONAL RUG CLEANING ROOM SIZED RUGS - CARPETS 
Miller Rugmasters operate the Peninsula's largest and most 
modern cleaning plant. 
Call our carpet experts for help with your carpet problems. 
Miller Rugmasters offer the area 's widest selection of quality 
name brand carpet remnants and roll ends. Savings of up to 30% 
or 40 % off regula r retail prices are normal. Complete selection 
of easy care fibers : acrylic, nylon, polypropylene and polyester. 
If you need a carpet ... visit MILLER RUGMASTERS first . 
Expert professional rug cleani ng 
Upholstered furnit ure cleaning 
Rug rep,irs--bindi ng, serging, seaming 
Rugs remade to fi t yo ur new rooms 
Free pick up and delivery-3 day service 
Big 20% discour.t for cash and carry 
RtMmlSters S71 E. Franklin, Monterey (One block off Del Monte Ave. near Dennis the Menace Park) Phone 373-4455 for Free Estimates 
New HoLiday Knits Arrive at Berg's 
Photography: Teresa Zabala 
Three Navy Wives Model New Holiday Knits at U.S.N. P.G.S. 
Left to Right : GEORGIANNA KEITHLEY in a New AMALFI, $90.00 
DIANE LIVINGSTON in a New GOLDWORM, $70.00 
BOBBIE LENNOX ina New BUT T E, $50.00 
USE BERG'S CREDIT CARD, BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE 
1900 Fremont Blvd. (Corner LaSalle) Seaside 
Phone 394-3394 
PRESENT STORE HOURS: Daily 9 :30-6, Fridays 9 :30-9 
Starting Monday, Dec. 11 : Daily 9 :30-9, Saturday 9 :30-6 
